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Abstrakt
Tato pra´ce se zaby´va´ na´vrhem LDO regula´toru napeˇt´ı s ultra n´ızky´m klidovy´m proudem
v technologii BCD8 spolecˇnosti STMicroelectronics. Jedna´ se o na´vrh kompletn´ıho cˇipu
vcˇetneˇ band-gap napeˇtˇove´ reference umozˇnˇuj´ıc´ı 4-bitovy´ trimming, teplotn´ı ochrany, nad-
proudove´ ochrany, enable logiky a proudove´ reference. V prvn´ı kapitole jsou uvedeny definice
d˚ulezˇity´ch parametr˚u ty´kaj´ıc´ıch se regulace napeˇt´ı a funkce MOS tranzistor˚u. Druha´ kapitola
se veˇnuje princip˚um napeˇtˇovy´ch regula´tor˚u. Teorie bang-gap referenc´ı je popsa´na v kapit-
ole 3. Na´sleduj´ıc´ı kapitola 4 je plneˇ veˇnova´na samotne´mu na´vrhu kompletn´ıho cˇipu vcˇetneˇ
popisu jednotlivy´ch blok˚u. Vy´sledky simulac´ı jsou uvedeny v kapitole 5.
Kl´ıcˇova´ slova LDO, regula´tor napeˇt´ı, na´vrh integrovany´ch obvod˚u
Abstract
This thesis deals with design of a ultra-low quiescent current LDO voltage regulator in BCD8
technology of STMicroelectronics company. Design of a complete chip is described, including
a band-gap voltage reference with 4-bit trimming circuit, thermal protection, current limiting
circuit, enable control and a reference current generator as well.
The first chapter sums up definitions of voltage regulation parameters and important
parameters of MOS transistors. The second chapter deals with principles of voltage regulat-
ors. Bang-gap voltage references theory and describing main types of band-gap references is
done in chapter 3. Following chapter 4 is fully dedicated to the design of the complete chip
with detailed description of each block. Simulation results are shown in chapter 5.
Keywords LDO, voltage regulator, integrated circuits design, ultra-low quiescent current
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Introduction
Motivation and objectives
Power management blocks are parts of all electronic devices. Power management includes,
among others, voltage regulators. The goal of voltage regulators is to assure stable output
voltage regardless of input voltage variations, load conditions, transients etc.
Low drop-out regulators (LDOs) are linear voltage regulators capable of maintaining the
input voltage even with its very low difference from the output voltage. This difference (drop-
out voltage) can be as low as tens to hundreds of milivolts. Linear regulators function is based
on a principle of dissipating energy across a pass transistor. Thanks to the very low drop-out
voltage across the pass transistor, very high efficiency can be achieved. Nowadays, battery
powered electronic devices such as cell phones are indivisible parts of everyday life. Thus,
efficiency is one of the key features for long battery endurance of these devices. Besides the
low drop-out voltage, there is another factor in terms of efficiency and it is a low quiescent
current which is necessary especially when the LDO is operated at no or light small current
conditions. These facts make micro-power integrated circuit design very important. Of
course, everything in analog circuit design is a trade-off of something for something else.
The lower quiescent current, the slower LDO is in general - worse transient responses, lower
power supply rejection at higher frequencies etc. The challenge for a designer is to find
optimal balance between these compromises and still fulfill desired specifications.
Problem statements
The main goal of this thesis is to design an ultra-low quiescent LDO voltage regulator in
BCD8 technology provided by STMicroelectronics company. This designed LDO has to meet
all requirements for fabrication in STMicroelectronics company. The emphasis has been put
mainly on its efficiency. The quiescent current of the LDO core should be Iq = 1 µA or less
at no load - Iload = 0 A at typical conditions (without the band-gap reference). The maximal
drop-out voltage has to be Vdrop < 150 mV at the maximal load current which is set to
Iload = 300 mA. Because the application of this LDO could be as a block following a DC-DC
buck converter, of which the output voltage could be less then one volt, the minimal output
voltage of the LDO is set to be Vout = 0.8 V. The goal is to design a complete chip which
includes a bad-gap voltage reference, enable control logic, a thermal protection, a current-
limiting circuit and a reference current generator as well. Other parameters should be as
follows:
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• NMOS power transistor
• separate bias voltage and input voltage: Vbias = 2.75 to 5.5 V, Vin max 5.5 V
• output voltage: Vout = 0.8 to 4 V, by 50 mV step
• accuracy of the output voltage: ±2% at 27 ◦C
• power supply rejection ratio: PSRR = around 70 dB at 100 Hz
• optimal output capacitor Cout = 1 µF, stable with Cout = 500 nF to 10 µF with ESR
in the range of 5 to 500 mΩ
• operating temperature range: -40 to 125 ◦C
The design of the band-gap voltage reference with the output voltage Vout = 0.8 V is and
the maximum quiescent current Iq = 500 nA which will work in the range of the bias voltage
Vbias. This design is supposed to include 4-bit trimming circuit.
Although, there are available ultra-low quiescent current LDOs on the market with a
quiescent current in units of microamperes, some of their parameters are not usually suffi-
ciently good, for example PSRR. The mentioned specification represents a quite unique LDO.
Besides the ultra-low quiescent current, the ability of very low drop-out voltage even with
non-ordinarily low output voltage and still achieving relatively high PSRR for a low-quiescent
current category represents a potentially high demand on the market. A comparison of ultra-
low quiescent current LDOs will be done at the end of this thesis.
2
Chapter 1
Definitions of parameters and theory
of MOS transistors
Before explaining voltage regulation principles and theory, it is convenient to define and
explain parameters used in further reading. Also, for better understanding, fundamental
parameters of MOS transistors are explain in this chapter.
1.1 Voltage regulator parameters
The main goal of voltage regulators is to keep its output voltage ideally constant regardless of
any circumstances which means that the ideal voltage regulator acts as a ideal voltage source.
Of course, in reality, it cannot be possible to fulfill this definition. Hence, for classifying
a quality of voltage regulators, some standard parameters are defined. Voltage regulators
are closed-loop feedback systems. This means that static DC parameters and frequency
dependent parameters have to be defined to satisfyingly describe their behavior.
1.1.1 Line regulation
Line regulation is a large-signal parameter which describes how the output voltage is affected
by a change of the input voltage. It is a DC parameter. We can define load regulation as:
line regulation =
∆Vout
∆Vin
(1.1)
where ∆Vout is a change in the output voltage caused by a change in the input voltage ∆Vin.
Having been said that it is a DC parameter, load regulation does not consider frequency
behavior of the regulator. As it will be described in a chapter 2, line regulation is mainly
influenced by an open-open loop gain.
1.1.2 Load regulation
Load regulation is a DC large signal parameter as well. It describes the ability to keep the
output voltage constant while there are changes of the load current. It is defined as:
load regulation =
∆Vout
∆Iload
. (1.2)
Similarly as line regulation, the main factor in term of load regulation is an open-loop gain
as well.
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1.1.3 PSRR
Power supply rejection ratio is a parameter similar to line regulation. PSRR describes the
ability of a regulator to keep the output voltage constant regardless of variation in the input
voltage, but on contrary of line regulation, it considers frequency dependence of this ability.
Another thing is that it is a small signal parameter, whereas line regulation is a large signal
parameter. But in reality, we can say that PSRR for a very low frequency (almost DC) input
variations it is approximately equal to line regulation. It is common to express PSRR in
decibels. We can define PSRR as:
PSRR (f) = 20log
vout (f)
vin (f)
[dB], (1.3)
where vout is a small signal change of the output voltage caused by a small signal change in
the input voltage vin. It is good to mention that sometimes PSRR is defined the same way
as line regulation, but it is not that common. One of the most important aspect of PSRR is,
again, an open-loop gain, but there are many factors which can influence PSRR.
1.1.4 Output noise
As in every electronic circuit, an unwanted noise signal appears at the output of the LDO.
The amount of noise is usually represented by a noise spectral density - V SDn for a chosen
bandwidth - typically 10 Hz - 100 kHz. It is measured in units of µV√
Hz
. There are three main
types of voltage noise:
• thermal noise
• flicker noise - 1/f noise
• shot noise
Thermal noise has a characteristic of white noise - flat spectral density. On the other hand,
flicker noise spectral density has a shape of 1/f which can be seen at lower frequencies where
flicker noise is dominant. Output noise can be also classified by a single value - effective
value - root mean square of the output noise voltage - Vrms. This can be calculated from the
spectral density characteristic by integration across the bandwidth:
VnRMS =
√∫ fmax
fmin
(V SDn(f))2df, (1.4)
where fmin and fmax are the minimal and maximal frequency of the bandwidth.
Thermal noise is caused by thermally excited vibrations of carriers. Output noise level
can be unacceptable high especially in low-power design. The need for low consumption
forces to use large resistors and since the Vnrms of thermal noise caused by a resistor is given
by [1]:
VnRMS =
√
4kT ·B ·R, (1.5)
where k is a Boltzmann constant, T represents absolute temperature and B is the bandwidth,
thermal voltage noise can be a problem in low power design.
MOS transistors are, besides others, sources of both thermal and flicker noise. For current
thermal noise in MOS transistors working in strong inversion we can write [1]:
Inthermal =
√
4kT
2
3
· gm ·B, (1.6)
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where gm is the transconductance of MOS.
Flicker noise in MOS structure can be significant at low frequencies. There are two
theories of generation flicker noise in MOS structure. According to McWorther [1], [2], flicker
noise is caused by random trapping carries near Si− SiO2 interface. The charge fluctuation
causes fluctuations in surface potential which affects channel carrier density. Another theory
has been published by Hooge [2]. This theory describes flicker noise as consequence of bulk
mobility fluctuations. For flicker drain current noise density of MOS in strong inversion using
McWorther model it holds [3]:
Inflicker =
√
KF · g2m
Cox ·W · Leff · fEF , (1.7)
where KF represents a flicker noise coefficient and EF is a flicker noise frequency exponent,
W and Leff represent the width and the effective length of a channel. Cox means oxide
capacitance and f represents frequency.
1.1.5 Quiescent current
Quiescent current is a current that is needed for proper functionality of the internal circuitry
and it is not delivered from the input supply to the load. Sometimes it is called as ground
current. Simple definition can be:
Iq = Iin − Iload, (1.8)
where Iin represents the current supplied from the input (biasing voltage) and Iload is the
load current. From this equation it is obvious that it has a major impact on efficiency of
the regulator. The quiescent current can be either almost independent of the load current
or it can be a function of the load current. Second option is suitable especially in low power
design where, in terms of efficiency, very low quiescent current is needed at no or light loads.
This quiescent current would be unnecessarily low at heavy loads and would unnecessarily
degrade many parameters of given regulator.
1.1.6 Efficiency
Efficiency is simply given as a ratio between power delivered to the load Pdelivered and power
consumed in the internal circuitry Pinternal:
η =
Pload
Pload + Pinternal
. (1.9)
Efficiency is further discussed in section 2.4.
1.1.7 Dropout voltage
Series regulator are described by a parameter called drop-out voltage. Drop-out voltage is
simply given by the difference between the input voltage and the output voltage when the
power transistor of the regulator entered linear region of operation - so called drop-out mode.
Thus, it represents the minimal difference between the input voltage and the output voltage
for the given load current:
Vdrop = Vin − Vout at drop− out mode. (1.10)
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For proper function of the regulator, the power transistor needs a certain voltage drop to
ensure that it works in active - saturation region (using MOS transistors), for the difference
between the input and the output voltage it must hold:
Vin − Vout > VDSmin , (1.11)
where VDSmin is the minimal saturation voltage. If this condition is not fulfilled, the transistor
enters linear region and starts to act as a simple resistor with a value of resistance called
RDSon . The closed-loop system becomes an open-loop system and regulation capabilities do
not apply. Generally the drop-out voltage can be as low as tens to hundreds of milivolts.
1.1.8 Line and load transient response
These characteristics describe behavior of the regulator in time domain in a response to
the step change in the load current or the input voltage. As in every closed-loop feedback
systems, the reaction of the loop is not immediate, so undesired undershoots, overshoots and
ringing can occur in the step transient response. Every active element in the circuit has a
certain time delay because parasitics capacitances need to be charged/discharged before the
element can change something in the response. There are many factors that have an impact
on the transient response. Besides others, the unity gain frequency - UGF, slew rate and
phase margin have significant influence. Achieving high UGF and high slew rate is a trade-of
between quiescent current. Therefore, especially in low quiescent current design, achieving
satisfying transient response can cause difficulties. Transient behavior is disclosed in more
details in other chapters.
1.2 MOS transistors - modes of operation
Metal-oxide-semiconductor transistors are field-effect transistors, which mean that they act
similarly as a voltage controlled current source. The input voltage between their gate and
source terminals controls the current flowing through their drain terminal. This chapter does
not discuss transistor effect theory. It explains fundamental parameters and facts that are
important for analog IC design. For further reading, for the sake of simplicity, the para-
meters are explained on NMOS transistors, equations for PMOS transistors are analogous.
The active operation of MOS transistors can be divided into two main modes called Strong
inversion and Weak inversion also known as Subthreshold region.
1.2.1 Strong inversion
Strong inversion mode can be divided into two regions - Saturation region and Linear region.
If a transistor is in strong inversion, it enters saturation region when [4]:
VGS − Vth > 4VT ; VDS > VGS − Vth, (1.12)
where Vth is the threshold voltage and VT is the thermal voltage VT =
kT
q . In this region, the
relation between drain current ID and VGS is given by [5]:
ID =
1
2
µnCox
W
L
· (VGS − Vth)2 (1 + λVDS) , (1.13)
where µn represents the velocity of carries, Cox is the capacitance of the oxide, W and L are
physical dimensions of the transistor - width and length of the channel and λ is the channel
6
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Figure 1.1: Ebbers-Moll small signal model - NMOS (a) and PMOS (b)
length modulation parameter which depends on physical dimensions and bias conditions, it
is very complex and no such a simple model is available, but it is approximately inverse-
proportional to:
λ ∼ 1
VEL
, (1.14)
where VE is a parameter similar to Early voltage in bipolar transistors. Typical values for
parameter λ are usually in a range of 0.1 - 0.001.
If the second condition in equation 1.12 is not fulfilled so that: VDS < VGS − Vth, the
transistor is in linear region where for the drain current it holds [5]:
ID =
1
2
µnCox
W
L
·
(
VGS − Vth − VDS
2
)
· VDS , (1.15)
in this region, the transistor behaves as a resistor controlled by the VGS voltage.
For design, it is important to know a small-signal model. Small-signals models use para-
meters that are defined for a small signal variation around the operating point. Such a model
is depicted in figure 1.1. The most important parameter in this Ebbers-Moll model is the
transconductance gm for which, in strong inversion saturation region, we can write:
gm =
∂ID
∂VGS
|OP=
√
2µCox
W
L
ID. (1.16)
Another parameter ro represents the small-signal output resistance defined as [4]:
ro =
∂VDS
∂ID
|OP= 1
λID
. (1.17)
Other parameters in the model represent the gate-source capacitance Cgs and drain-gate
capacitance - called Miller capacitance - Cdg. These capacities are necessary to be bared in
mind when analyzing higher frequency behavior and doing stability analysis.
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1.2.2 Weak inversion - Subthreshold region
Even if VGS < Vth, thanks to the thermal energy, some electrons at the source can still flow
to the drain and there is still some drain current present which is called subthreshold current.
If it holds [4]:
VGS − Vth < 4VT , (1.18)
the transistor is said to be in weak-inversion region. In this region, for the drain current we
can write [4], [6]:
ID = Ise
VGS−Vth
nVT
(
1− e−
VDS
VT
)
, (1.19)
where Is is the specific current Is = µnCD
W
L V
2
T and CD represents the diffusion capacitance
which depends on the doping density NA and the bulk-source voltage VBS :
CD =
√
qεsiNA
2(Φsi − VBS) , (1.20)
where εsi is the permitivity of silicon and Φsi represents the built-in potential of silicon.
Finally, the n parameter is given by: n = 1 + CDCox . From equation 1.19, it can be seen that
the drain current iD is exponentially dependent on the VGS voltage - similarly as in PN diodes
and also on voltage VDS . In weak inversion region, we can also say that there is a region
similar to saturation in strong inversion - If the VDS  Vth, the last term in the equation
is negligible so the drain current ID starts to be almost independent on VDS . In reality,
vDS >≈ 4Vth is sufficient [4], [6] and we can say that the transistor is in weak inversion
saturation region - in weak inversion we can achieve the lowest minimal saturation voltage
VDSmin .
The small-signal transconductance in weak inversion saturation is defined as [4]:
gm =
∂ID
∂VGS
|OP= ID
nVT
. (1.21)
From this equation, it is clear that weak inversion has a major advantage comparing to
strong inversion - in weak inversion, the transconductance is directly proportional to the
drain current, on the other hand, in strong inversion, it is dependent on the square root of
the drain current. Therefore, for the maximal ratio gmID , the transistor should be operated in
weak inversion region.
1.2.3 Strong vs Weak inversion in IC design
Operation of MOS in weak inversion is desired mainly for two reasons - the highest gmID and
the lowest minimal saturation voltage VDSmin . Let us now compare other features of strong
inversion and discuss its suitability on design of the two main blocks of analog IC design:
differential pairs (differential amplifier) and current mirrors.
Differential pair : Usually, the goal is to achieve the maximal gain of the differential
amplifier for the given biasing current - weak inversion is preferred for the maximal gm which
leads to larger gain. Larger gm also reduces the input noise [7]. Also, minimal voltage offset
is desired - in weak inversion, the VGS of the differential pair transistor is the lowest for the
given biasing current, so the mismatch between the drain currents causes minimal differences
between VGS of each transistor, thus the minimal offset voltage. Another parameter is band-
width of the differential amplifier which is directly proportional to gm, so again, the maximal
gm
ID
is desired - thus weak inversion. On the other hand, operating the transistors in weak
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Table 1.1: Weak inversion features
Pluses Cons
• maximal gm for given ID - maximal
gm
ID
ratio
• minimal VDSmin
• minimal VGS
• differential amplifier:
– minimal voltage offset
– maximal gain for given bias
– minimal input voltage noise
– maximal bandwidth
• larger area - larger capacitances
• slower transient behavior
• current mirror:
– larger current offset
– lower output impedance (for
short channel lengths)
inversion leads to high WL ratios which, besides larger area on a chip, means larger Cgs which
could show deterioration at transient response behavior.
Current mirror : In current mirrors, usually the goal is to achieve the minimal current
offset between the mirroring current branches (difference in mirroring currents). To achieve
this, transistors of the current mirror should be operated in strong inversion - VGS is higher
in strong inversion so any mismatch in the layout of the current mirror and, for instance,
the difference between the threshold voltage Vth of each transistor has smaller impact on the
overdrive voltage Vov = VGS − Vth which then provides lower current offset. There is another
thing, for achieving lower current offset - large output impedance is needed to minimize the
dependence of the mirroring current on VDS . For large output impedance ro, the parameter
λ should be minimal - the channel length should be long enough. If we wanted to operate
current mirrors in weak inversion and still have large output impedance, it would yield to
large WL ratio because of the long channel. These are the reasons why strong inversion is
preferred in current mirrors design.
Overall summary of weak inversion features is depicted in table 1.1.
1.2.4 Threshold voltage
Threshold voltage Vth defines the voltage VGS at which the channel between source and
drain is made and a certain amount of current flows through the channel. This parameter is
dependent on a variety of condition such as:
• so called body effect
• temperature
• technology parameters - such as doping densities, oxide thickness etc.
• physical dimensions
9
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It is important to mention so called body effect because the threshold voltage can be influenced
by the designer. The body effect describes dependence of the threshold voltage on the source-
body voltage VSB. The effect can be described by [8]:
VthB = Vth0 + γ
(√
VSB + 2ϕB −
√
2ϕB
)
, (1.22)
where Vth0 is the threshold voltage when VSB = 0, ϕB represents surface-bulk potential when
VSB = 0 and γ is a body effect technology dependent parameter. This means that with higher
VSB the threshold voltage increases. The lowest Vth is for VSB = 0. Parameter γ depends
on the oxide thickness - the thinner the oxide thickness, the lower the this parameter, thus
lower Vth.
Temperature dependence of threshold voltage is quite complex. Yet, it can be usually
modeled as simple linear dependence on temperature - with increasing temperature, Vth
decreases. Further reading can be found in [9], [10].
Dependence of Vth on physical dimensions is a really complex case. In classic CMOS
technologies, two effect can occur. Due to so called short-channel effect, Vth decreases with
decreasing channel length and Vth increases with decreasing channel width of the transistor
- called narrow-channel effect. In modern technologies, the dependency of Vth on the dimen-
sions can be different. The theory about that fact is complex and not a part of this thesis,
further reading can be found in [11], [9], [10].
1.2.5 Subthreshold leakage current
Even when VGS=0 there is still some current flowing through the channel - leakage current.
This current shows exponential dependence on temperature. Approximately, it doubles with
every 10 ◦C of rise in temperature. From equation 1.19 and for VGS = 0 we can write for the
leakage current:
ID = Ise
−Vth
nVT
(
1− e−
VDS
VT
)
, (1.23)
where Is is the specific current Is = µnCD
W
L V
2
T . From this equation, it is obvious that low
threshold voltage devices are more leaky. It is useful to notice, that with higher VDS voltage,
the leakage current increases as well. One way to reduce the leakage current is to increase
Vth, for instance by body effect. Also, longer channel length than minimal should be used to
reduce the leakage current. It is also useful to mention that usually NMOS devices are more
leaky than PMOS devices.
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Voltage Regulation Theory
This chapter discusses basic principles of voltage regulation theory. Division into main groups
of regulators - parallel and series and their principles are disclosed. At the both groups of
regulators, detailed scenarios of line and load regulation are described. Several materials
regarding voltage regulators have been published, yet mathematical statements describing
line and load regulation for every disclosed type have not been found. That is the reason
why, in this chapter, explanation of load and line regulation is supported by mathematical
expressions, these expressions are then plotted as a function of parameters with a significant
influence.
2.1 Regulator division
Voltage regulators can be divided into two main groups - parallel regulators (also called shunt
regulators) and series regulators. Choosing one type over the other depends on a purpose
of application because each type has its advantages and disadvantages comparing to the
other type, for instance, in power consumption, operating input voltage range, accuracy etc.
Another division can be made according used regulating power transistors - bipolar transistors
- BJT and unipolar - MOS transistors. Both types can be further divided into NPN, PNP
type or N-channel, P-channel respectively. This thesis only deals with MOS transistors since
their usage in integrated circuits is more common these days.
2.2 Parallel regulators
Basic principles of operation of parallel regulators can be compared to using zener diodes as
voltage regulators. Parallel regulators have only two pins - an output pin with the regulated
voltage Vout and a common ground pin. Application notes for parallel regulators can be
found, for instance, in [12]. The input voltage is connected to the output pin via an input
resistor. The parallel regulator provides a constant voltage at its output terminal, so the
current which flows through the input resistor Rs is given by:
IRs =
Vin − Vout
Rs
. (2.1)
From this situation it is obvious that this current does not change with a changing load cur-
rent. This current is then divided to a current which flows to the load and to a current flowing
to the regulator - quiescent current. This describes the key feature of parallel regulators -
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Figure 2.1: Parallel regulator using NMOS (a) and PMOS (b)
the sum of the quiescent current and the load current is always constant for the given input
voltage. If the load current decreases, the quiescent current increases and vice versa so still
the same voltage drop across the input resistor occurs for the given input voltage. If the
input voltage changes, the current through the input resistor changes as well. Thus, for the
given load current, the quiescent current changes regarding the input voltage.
The value of the input resistor has to be calculated regarding the operating input voltage
range and the desired maximal load current:
Rs =
VinMIN − Vout
IloadMAX+IqMIN
, (2.2)
where VinMIN is the minimal expected operating input voltage, IloadMAX is the maximum
desired load current and IqMIN is the minimal quiescent current needed to ensure proper
functionality of the regulator. This value of the resistor has to determined by the minimal
input voltage, if not, it would not be possible to assure the maximal load current under all
conditions. On the other hand, the maximal input voltage VinMAX determines the maximal
power dissipation across the input resistor:
PRsMAX =
(VinMAX − Vout)2
Rs
. (2.3)
Power dissipation in the regulator itself is maximal when the maximal input voltage (VinMAX
is applied - the current through the input resistor is maximal IRsMAX and there is no load
current because the whole current through the input resistor flows to the regulator - the
quiescent current is then maximal IqMAX . The maximal power dissipation in the regulator is
then given by:
PregMAX = Vout · IqMAX = Vout · IRsMAX . (2.4)
Thus, the maximal operating input voltage is restricted only by the maximal allowed power
dissipation across the input resistor and the dissipation in the regulator. This shows another
key feature of parallel regulators - they can be operated with very high input voltage.
Let us now explore more detailed operation of parallel regulators. A possible simplified
realization of a parallel regulator is sketched in figure 2.1a for a NMOS power transistor and
in figure 2.1b using a PMOS transistor. Considering a steady state scenario, the operational
amplifier and a feedback network consisted of resistors R1 and R2 control the voltage between
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Figure 2.2: Small signal model of parallel regulator using NMOS (a) and PMOS (b)
the inputs of the opamp. This voltage is ideally zero considering infinite gain of the opamp.
Thus, the output voltage is simply given as:
Vout = Vref ·
(
1 +
R1
R2
)
, (2.5)
where Vref is the reference voltage provided, for instance, by a band-gap voltage reference.
The power transistor conducts a proper amount of current so the sum of the quiescent current
and the load current - the current through the input resistor Rs is still constant for the given
input voltage.
2.2.1 Load and line regulation
In this section, both load and line regulation are described and are supported by mathematical
expressions. Even though, as it has been said, the line and load regulation are large-signal
parameters, for mathematical expressions they will be considered as small-signal parameters
for better modeling. The inaccuracy of this decision is not too big to not have an overview
what parameters have an impact on the line and load regulation. Therefore voutvin ≈ ∆Vout∆Vin ,
respectively voutiload ≈
∆Vout
∆Iload
.
Now considering a load regulation scenario: Assuming the constant input voltage, when
the load current starts to increase, the voltage drop across the input resistor Rs gets higher.
Thus, the output voltage decreases and then the voltage at the plus terminal - in the case of
NMOS power transistor or the minus terminal - in the case of PMOS of the opamp decreases
as well. When this happens, the amplifier has a tendency to compensate the voltage difference
between its terminals and, in the case of NMOS power transistor, pushes its output voltage
lower or higher in the case of PMOS power transistor. The opamp drives the power transistor
which stars to conduct less current. Thus, it equalizes the sum of the quiescent current and
the load current. Therefore, it provides the desired regulated output voltage.
For mathematical description, a small signal model of a NMOS regulator is depicted in
figure 2.2a and of a PMOS regulator in figure 2.2b. For the load regulation of the NMOS
regulator we can write:
vout = iload ·Rload − vout
Rs
· ro ·Rload
ro +Rload
−(
vout ·Av · R2
R1 +R2
· gm · ro·Rload
ro +Rload
)
,
(2.6)
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Table 2.1: Model values for parallel regulators
parameter: value: parameter: value:
Av 1000 (-) Rload
1
Iload
R1 2.5 MΩ gm
√
10 · (IqMIN + IloadMAX )− Iload)
R2 5 MΩ ro
1
λ·((IqMIN+IloadMAX )−Iload)
IqMIN 100 µA Rs 10 Ω or sweep
IloadMAX 100 mA λ 0.1 V
−1 or sweep
vout
iload
=
1
1 + roRs·(ro+Rload) +Av ·
R2
R1+R2
· gm · roro+Rload
, (2.7)
or equivalently for the PMOS regulator we can write:
vout = iload ·Rload − vout
Rs
· ro ·Rload
ro +Rload
−((
vout + vout ·Av · R2
R1 +R2
)
· gm · ro·Rload
ro +Rload
)
,
(2.8)
vout
iload
=
1
1 + roRs·(ro+Rload) +
(
1 +Av · R2R1+R2
)
· gm · roro+Rload
, (2.9)
where Av is the DC voltage gain of the opamp. The transconductance gm of the power
transistor, assuming operation in strong inversion, is given as:
gm =
√
2µCox
W
L
Id ≈
√
2µCox
W
L
((IqMIN + IloadMAX )− Iload), (2.10)
where µ. In parallel regulators, the drain current is not equal to the load current, but it is
approximately the difference between the current flowing through the input resistor and the
load current. Assuming that the quiescent current of the opamp does not change with the
load current and is negligible we can use that Id ≈ (IqMIN + IloadMAX )− Iload. The similar
way we can write for the output resistance of the power transistor ro:
ro =
1
λ · Id ≈
1
λ · ((IqMIN + IloadMAX )− Iload)
. (2.11)
For the sake of simplicity, for Rload simplyfing of Rload ≈ (R1 +R2) ‖ Rload is used further
in this chapter since Rl and R2 are usually in a order of MΩ.
We can see that the expressions for the load regulation are almost identical for the both
cases. The dependency of the load regulation on the load current Iload is plotted if figure 2.3
for model values listed in table 2.1. Only one graph is presented since the difference between
the NMOS and PMOS case cannot be observed. It is obvious that the best load regulation
is at the medium load range. At the light loads, the regulation is worse due to the fact, that
the drain current is maximal, thus the lowest ro which leads to a lower value of expression
ro
ro+Rload
in the equations. On the other hand, at the heavy loads, the load regulation also
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Figure 2.3: Load regulation of parallel regulators
get worse due the the fact, that the the drain current is the lowest, thus lowest gm. We can
see as well that the load regulation gets better for smaller channel length modulation λ. The
load regulation is practically independent on the value of the input resistor, that is why the
results are not shown for its different values.
Another situation is a line regulation scenario. Let us assume the constant load current.
Suddenly, the input voltage changes, for instance, it increases. At this moment, the voltage
drop across the input resistor is still the same thanks to the constant current situation, so
the output voltage increases as well as the difference between the input terminals of the
opamp. Therefore, it is necessary to increase the quiescent current to the proper value so
the voltage drop across the input resistor increases to lower the output voltage back to the
adjusted value. This is done by driving the gate of the power transistor higher by the opamp
in the NMOS regulator or lower in the PMOS regulator. That forces the power transistor
to conduct more current - the quiescent current increases and the output voltage decreases
back to the adjusted value. We can describe this situation mathematically using, again, the
models in figures 2.2a and 2.2b. For the NMOS regulator we cane write:
vout =
vin − vout
Rs
· ro ·Rload
ro +Rload
− vout ·Av · R2
R1 +R2
· gm · ro ·Rload
ro +Rload
, (2.12)
vout
vin
=
1
Rs·(ro+Rload)
ro+Rload
+ 1 +Av · R2R1+R2 · gm ·Rs
(2.13)
and equivalently for the PMOS regulator we can express the line regulation as:
vout =
vin − vout
Rs
· ro ·Rload
ro +Rload
−(
vout + vout ·Av · R2
R1 +R2
)
· gm · ro ·Rload
ro +Rload
,
(2.14)
vout
vin
=
1
Rs·(ro+Rload)
ro+Rload
+ 1 +
(
1 +Av · R2R1+R2
)
· gm ·Rs
. (2.15)
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Figure 2.4: Line regulation of parallel regulators
The dependency of the line regulation on the load current Iload is plotted in figure 2.4
for model values listed in table 2.1. Since the expressions for the line regulation are almost
identical for the both cases, only one graph is presented since the difference between the
NMOS and PMOS case cannot be observed. The line regulation gets worse at heavy loads
because of the lowest drain current, thus lowest gm. We can also tell, that the highest
value of the input resistor, the better the line regulation. This makes sense because we can
imagine that the input resistor makes a simple voltage divider with the load resistor. But it
is necessary to mention that the model is calculated with the constant current through the
input resistor Rs as the sum of IqMIN + IloadMAX , this means, for example, the value of the
input resistor Rs = 10
3 Ω and the maximal load current Iload = 0.1 A would make the input
voltage Vin ≈ 100 V, which may not be possible, of course.
2.3 Series regulators
Besides parallel regulators, there is a group of series regulators. Comparing to parallel regu-
lators, series regulators have three pins - an input voltage pin, an output voltage pin and a
common ground pin. Series regulators act as a variable resistor connected in series with the
load resistor. This makes a variable voltage divider. Assuming the constant input voltage,
when the load current increases, the voltage drop across the variable resistor increases as
well, so the output voltage decreases. To achieve the adjusted output voltage, the internal
circuitry has to lower the resistance of the variable resistor to the proper value to decrease
the voltage drop across the variable resistor. On the other hand, assuming the constant load
current, when the input voltage increases, the voltage drop across the variable resistor is still
the same due to the same load current. That fact makes the output voltage be higher than
desired. The internal circuitry has to increase the resistance of the variable resistor to provide
the desired output voltage.
This principle of operation determines substantial differences from parallel regulators.
The quiescent current is not necessarily dependent on the load current, instead, it can be
only given by the internal consumption of the internal circuitry. Another difference is that
the whole excess of power is dissipated across the internal variable pass element. Thus, the
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Figure 2.5: Series regulator using NMOS (a) and PMOS (b)
maximal dissipated power and operating temperature have to be considered and they limit
the application of the circuit. The power dissipation in the regulator is given as the sum of
the power dissipated on the variable pass element and the power consumption of the internal
circuitry:
Preg = Vin · Iq + (Vin − Vout) · Iload, (2.16)
where Iq is the quiescent current needed for proper operation of the regulator. The fact that
the input voltage is directly connected to the input pin also limits the allowed input voltage
range, due to the maximal allowed voltage of the internal circuitry parts.
Now more detailed operation of series regulators can be disclosed. A simplified realization
of a series regulator is sketched in figure 2.5a for a NMOS power transistor and in figure 2.5b
using a PMOS transistor. The circuit is a closed-loop system. The output capacitor Cout is
necessary for assuring stability of the circuit. The theory of stability will be discussed later in
the LDO design chapter. Considering a steady state scenario, similarly to parallel regulators,
the opamp and a feedback network of resistors R1 and R2 control the voltage between inputs
of the opamp. Assuming infinite gain of the opamp, the output voltage is, again, simply
given as:
Vout = Vref ·
(
1 +
R1
R2
)
, (2.17)
To ensure proper regulation, the power transistor has to work in saturation region. To keep
the transistor in saturation, for the difference between its drain and source terminals (e.g.
the difference between input and output voltage) it must hold:
Vin − Vout > VDSmin , (2.18)
where VDSmin is the minimal saturation voltage, when this condition is not fulfilled, the tran-
sistor enters linear region and starts to act as a simple resistor with a value of resistance called
RDSON and the closed-loop system becomes an open-loop system and regulation capabilities
do not apply. It can be said that the regulator entered a drop-out mode. The voltage drop
across the power transistor in the drop-out mode - drop-out voltage Vdrop depends on the
RDSON which is given mainly by physical dimensions of the transistor. Generally it can be
in the order of tens to hundreds of milivolts, thus the shortcut LDO - low drop-out.
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Figure 2.6: Small signal model of series regulator using NMOS (a) and PMOS (b)
power transistor
In the case of the NMOS regulator, for achieving low drop-out voltage, it is necessary to
assure higher biasing voltage Vbias of the opamp than the input voltage Vin which is connected
to the power transistor. This is necessary for making a larger headroom for the Vgs of the
power NMOS transistor. Larger biasing voltage can be either supplied using only Vin and a
charge pump or using separate biasing voltage for Vbias.
2.3.1 Load and line regulation
Now the load regulation is depicted. Assuming the constant input voltage, when the load
current starts to increase, the voltage drop across the power transistor gets higher. Therefore,
the output voltage decreases and then the voltage at the minus terminal of the opamp - in
the NMOS power transistor case or the plus terminal - in the case of PMOS decreases as well.
When this happens, the opamp has a tendency to compensate the voltage difference between
its input terminals and makes its output voltage increase - in the case of NMOS transistor or
decrease - in the case of used PMOS transistor. The power transistor starts to conduct more
current which appears similarly as lowering its resistance. Thus, it provides the adjusted
output voltage. For mathematical expressions a small signal model in figures 2.6a and 2.6b
can be used. Again, there is a small inaccuracy because the line and load regulation are
large-signal parameters, as it has been already mentioned in the parallel regulators section.
For the load regulation of the NMOS regulator we can write:
vout = iload ·Rload +
(
−vout ·Av · R2
R1 +R2
− vout
)
· gm ·Rload − vout
ro
·Rload, (2.19)
vout
iload
=
1
1
ro
+ 1Rload +
(
1 +Av · R2R1+R2
)
· gm
, (2.20)
and similarly for the PMOS regulator we can write:
vout = iload ·Rload − vout ·Av · R2
R1 +R2
· gm ·Rload − vout
ro
·Rload, (2.21)
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Table 2.2: Model values for series regulators
parameter: value: parameter: value:
Av 1000 (-) Rload
1
Iload
R1 2.5 MΩ gm
√
10 · (IDMIN + Iload)
R2 5 MΩ ro
1
λ·(IDMIN+Iload)
IDMIN 100 nA λ sweep
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> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
λ =
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V
λ =
10000
V
Iload [A]
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Figure 2.7: Load regulation of series regulators
vout
iload
=
1
1
ro
+ 1Rload +Av ·
R2
R1+R2
· gm
, (2.22)
It can be seen that the expressions for the load regulation are almost identical for the both
cases. The dependency of the load regulation on the load current is plotted on figure 2.7 for
model values listed in table 2.2. Only one graph is present since the difference between the
NMOS and PMOS case cannot be observed. It can be seen that the best load regulation is
at heavy loads due the highest drain current which means highest gm of the power transistor
which is determined by the load current. The transconductance gm is directly proportional
to the load current which represents the main difference comparing to parallel regulators.
For gm we can write:
gm =
√
2µCox
W
L
Id ≈
√
2µCox
W
L
(IDMIN + Iload), (2.23)
where IDMIN represents the minimal current through the power transistor. This current may
be given as the current through the voltage feedback divider. Surprisingly, at the first look,
the load regulation gets better with higher channel length modulation - λ. Actually, it makes
sense because when the load current gets higher, the output voltage drops and this makes
higher VDS of the power transistor which causes higher conduction of the transistor when λ
is higher - this reduces the output voltage drop and improves the load regulation. It must
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Figure 2.8: Line regulation of series PMOS regulators
be said, that the value of λ = 10000V is extremely exaggerated for illustrative purposes and in
reality it is never that high.
The load regulation works practically the same in the both NMOS or PMOS cases. On the
other hand, the line regulation differs. Firstly, the situation using the PMOS is described.
Assuming the constant load current, when the input voltage, for instance, increases, the
output voltage also increases before the regulator starts to react and then the opamp drives
the gate of the PMOS. The source of the PMOS is connected to the input voltage so before
the opamp starts to react, its Vsg gets higher with the increasing input voltage. Thus, the
opamp has to drive the gate of the PMOS to higher potential to assure the desired output
voltage. Mathematically the line regulation of the PMOS regulator can be expressed as:
vout =
vin − vout
ro
·Rload +
(
vin − vout ·Av · R2
R1 +R2
)
· gm ·Rload, (2.24)
vout
vin
=
1 + gm · ro
1 +Av · R2R1+R2 · gm · ro + roRload
. (2.25)
The situation when using the NMOS regulator is different. The NMOS power transistor
is connected as a voltage follower. The input voltage is connected to the drain terminal of
the transistor. Assuming an ideal transistor which acts as a voltage controlled current source
- its output resistance is infinite and the current is fully independent on the VDS voltage.
If we consider VGS constant as well, we can say that the change of the potential of the
drain terminal does not change the current situation. Therefore, the output voltage does not
change at all. Of course, in reality this situation is not true, the NMOS output resistance is
not infinite. Thus, increasing the input voltage makes the transistor conduct a little bit more
which appears as increasing output voltage. This situation is compensated by the gain of the
error amplifier and the closed-loop similar way as in the PMOS case. The line regulation of
the NMOS regulator case can be expressed as:
vout =
vin − vout
ro
·Rload +
(
−vout ·Av · R2
R1 +R2
− vout
)
· gm ·Rload, (2.26)
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Figure 2.9: Line regulation of series NMOS regulators
vout
vin
=
1
1 +
(
1 +Av · R2R1+R2
)
· gm · ro + roRload
. (2.27)
The dependency of the line regulation on the load current Iload is plotted on figure 2.8 for the
PMOS regulator and in figure 2.9 for the NMOS regulator for model values listed in table
2.2. It is obvious that the results are better for the NMOS regulator. In the NMOS case, the
line regulation is improved approximately by the multiplication of the factor of gm · ro. It
can be also seen that it get worse with the load current. The transconductance gm increases
with the load current, but on the other hand, ro decreases. The decreasing is more steep and
dominant since gm ∼
√
Iload, ro ∼ 1Iload . Also, with higher λ, the line regulation gets worse,
the higher λ, the lower ro. On the other hand, in the PMOS case, it is almost independent
of the load current because the line regulation is mainly given by the gain of the operational
amplifier and the ratio of the output voltage divider. For the same reason, the effect of λ is
not that significant as in the NMOS case.
Needless to say, that the all results are mainly theoretical. In reality the results may differ
substantially due to many other effects that have not been considered for the small signal
models.
2.4 Efficiency: series vs parallel regulators
Efficiency could be the decision-making parameter when choosing between series and parallel
regulators. Therefore, it is beneficial to explore the relation between efficiency and the load
current. The definition of efficiency is stated in section 1.1.6. Firstly, for the efficiency of
parallel regulators we can write:
η =
Pload
Pload + Pinternal
, (2.28)
η =
1
1 +
(Vin−Vout)·(IqMIN+IloadMAX )+Vout·((IqMIN+IloadMAX )−Iload)
Iload·Vout
. (2.29)
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Table 2.3: Parameters for computed efficiency
IgMIN IloadMAX Vin Vout
100 µA 1 A/100 µA 2/1.5/0.9/0.83 V 0.8 V
> 
Vin = 0.9 V
Vin = 1.5 V
Vin = 2 V
Iload [A]
 10 -6  10 -5  10 -4  10 -3  10 -2  10 -1
η [%]
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Figure 2.10: Efficiency of parallel (a) and series (b) regulators
The dependency of efficiency on the load current for parameters listed in table 2.3 is
depicted in figure 2.10a. As expected, the efficiency improves with the load current because
at heavy loads, the quiescent current is minimal. The efficiency at light and medium loads
is very poor. It is important to mention that the plotted results for the different input
voltages are calculated for the constant current through the input resistor given as the sum
of IqMIN + IloadMAX . This means, that the value of the input resistor would have to change
according the chosen input voltage. Although it is calculated with the fact that the quiescent
current at maximal load current IloadMAX is equal to the minimal quiescent current IqMIN ,
in reality, the quiescent current at highest loads should be at least around 10% of IloadMAX .
Thus, the efficiency would be even worse, so the computed efficiency is only theoretical and
practically not achievable. Finally, it is important to note that the efficiency of the parallel
regulators depends on the value of IloadMAX - it determines the value of the input resistor.
Thus, it determines the quiescent current as well - for higher desired maximal load currents,
the quiescent current at lighter loads would be higher as well and the efficiency would be
lower.
For comparison, the efficiency of series regulators is given by:
η =
Pload
Pload + Pinternal
=
1
1 +
(Vin−Vout)·Iload+Vin·Iq
Iload·Vout
. (2.30)
The dependency of efficiency on the load current for the same parameters is depicted in
figure 2.10b. It is obvious that at light and medium loads it is much better than at parallel
regulators. The main advantage of series regulators is the possibility of operation with very
low drop-out voltage. This can lead up to achieving even higher efficiency at lighter loads
than using DC-DC switching buck converters.
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Chapter 3
Band-gap Voltage References
This chapter clears up fundamental theory of voltage references based on band-gap voltage
principle. Main typologies and relation are discussed and shown.
3.1 Band-gap fundamentals
Voltage references are essential parts of almost any integrated circuit. The main role of
voltage references is to provide nearly constant voltage regardless temperature variations and
power supply fluctuations. The best performance is achieved by voltage references based on a
so called band-gap principle. There is no parameter or value more precise than the band-gap
voltage in integrated circuit design. The fundamental of these references is generation of a
set of two voltages. One voltage has a positive temperature coefficient and is proportional to
absolute temperature - PTAT voltage, the other voltage has a negative temperature coefficient
and complements the PTAT voltage - so it is called complementary to absolute temperature
- CTAT voltage. By suitable multiplication of this voltage by a constant and adding up with
the PTAT voltage we can get nearly independent voltage on temperature variations.
The PTAT voltage can be generated using two PN junctions which are flown by two
different current densities so that each forward-biased junction has different forward voltage
VF . It will be shown that the difference between these voltages ∆VF is proportional to
absolute temperature. The relation between current ID flowing through a diode and its
forward voltage VF is given by Shockley equation [5]:
ID = Is
(
e
VF
VT − 1
)
≈ Is
(
e
VF
VT
)
, (3.1)
where Is is a saturation current. So for the forward voltage we can write:
VF = VT · lnID
Is
. (3.2)
The difference voltage between two junctions biased with different current densities J1 and
J2 is then given by:
∆VF = VT · lnID1
Is1
− VT · lnID2
Is2
= VT · ln
(
ID1Is2
ID2Is1
)
= VT · ln
(
J1
J2
)
, (3.3)
∆VF = VT · ln
(
ID1A2
ID2A1
)
, (3.4)
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Figure 3.1: Band-gap reference principle model
this is valid because the saturation current Is is proportional to the aperture A of the junction.
Therefore, for making the voltage difference, the currents or the apertures of the junctions
can be different. It can be seen that the ∆VF is proportional to the thermal voltage VT =
kT
q .
Thus, it is proportional to the absolute temperature - PTAT. ∆VF has a positive temperature
coefficient given by VT :
∂∆VF
∂T
=
k
q
· ln
(
ID1A2
ID2A1
)
= 0.086 · ln
(
ID1A2
ID2A1
)
mV/◦C. (3.5)
As the CTAT voltage, simple VF can be used. Usually in many textbooks, the temperature
dependence of VF is approximately referred as:
∂VF
∂T
≈ −2 mV/◦C. (3.6)
Thus, to ensure temperature Independence of the reference voltage, multiplying ∆VF by a
suitable constant M and adding up with VF we get for the band-gap voltage:
VBG = VF +M ·∆VF = VF +M ′ · VT , (3.7)
where M = 2
0.086·ln
(
ID1
A2
ID2
A1
) and M ′ = 20.086 .
Till now, the linear temperature dependency of VF has been considered, in reality, this is
not true. From equation 3.2, this temperature dependency is given by temperature depend-
ency of the saturation current. The relation of this dependency is very complex. In [5] there
is a stated relation for VF :
VF = VG0 − VT · (β − α) ln(T )− ln(γσ), (3.8)
where VG0 is the band-gap voltage of silicon at 0 K, α, σ represent circuit parameters and β,
γ are device parameters independent on temperature. Similarly, as in equation 3.7, for the
band-gap voltage we can write:
VBG = VG0 − VT · (β − α) ln(T ) + VT (M ′′ + ln (γσ)), (3.9)
where M ′′ is another temperature independent constant. From this it can be seen that the
band-gap voltage is not entirely independent on temperature. In fact, the dependency has
a shape of a curve around the VG0 which is approximately VG0 ≈ 1.205 V, thus the name
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Figure 3.2: Bang-gap curve, different tuning
band-gap reference. The challenge is to find suitable values of the constants to tune the curve
the way that its peak is at the desired temperature - usually around the room temperature of
300 K. The equation 3.9 is plotted in figure 3.2 for different values of constants (β − α) and
for (M ′′+ ln (γσ)) = 1. VG0 is considered to be VG0 = 1.205 V. It can be seen that each curve
is tuned to have a peak at different temperature, so when designing a band-gap reference,
the constant M in equation 3.7 has to be tuned somewhere around its stated value.
A principal implementation of a band-gap voltage reference is depicted in figure 3.1. The
operational amplifier keeps voltage ∆VF across the resistor R1 which generates PTAT current
IPTAT =
∆VF
R1
. This current generates a voltage-drop across R1. R1 and R2 make a voltage
divider. This acts as a multiplication of ∆VF by a constant. For the output voltage we can
then write:
Vout = VF +M∆VF = VF +
(
1 +
R2
R1
)
∆VF . (3.10)
3.2 Brokaw band-gap reference
Practical realizations of band-gap references use bipolar junction transistors - BJTs instead
of simple diodes. Firstly, let us sum up voltage-current relations of BJTs [5].
IC = Is
(
e
VBE
VT − 1
)
(3.11)
IB =
IC
βF
=
Is
βF
(
e
VBE
VT − 1
)
(3.12)
IE = IC + IB =
βF + 1
βF
(
e
VBE
VT − 1
)
(3.13)
where Is is a specific current similar to a saturation current as in a simple diode, so it
can be seen that the relation between collector current IC and base-emitter voltage VBE is
almost identical as ID - VD relation of a diode. One of the most used typologies of band-gap
references is a topology invented by Paul Brokaw. The topology is sketched in figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.3: Brokaw band-gap reference
For the sake of simplicity of analysis, let us assume that the base current of the BJTs are
negligible - β  1 so that IC ≈ IE . Although, making ∆VBE is possibly either by different
emitter currents or by different emitter areas, the second option is more accurate and more
common. So let us assume emitter-base junction areas of the BJTs in a ratio of 1 : N . The
operational amplifier in a closed loop drives the base voltage of the BJTs so that the difference
between the opamp input terminals is ideally zero and since resistors R are ideally identical,
the currents flowing through the collectors of the BJTs are the same as well. Thanks to the
different base-emitter areas, for the voltage drop across R1 it holds:
VR1 = ∆VBE = VBE1 − VBE2 = VT · ln
IE1
Is1
− VT · lnIE2
Is2
= VT · lnIs2
Is1
= VT · lnN, (3.14)
this voltage drop across R1 generates PTAT current:
IPTAT =
∆VBE
R1
≈ I. (3.15)
Since the currents through the BJTs are assumed to be identical, the current through R2 is
doubled and the voltage drop across R2 is:
VR2 = 2 · IPTAT ·R2 = 2
R2
R1
∆VBE = 2
R2
R1
VT lnN. (3.16)
Now the output voltage can be calculated. If resistor R4 is shorted the output voltage is
given as:
Vref = VR2 + VBE1 = 2
R2
R1
VT lnN + VBE1 , (3.17)
if we consider resistor R4 which makes a voltage divider with R3, the output voltage is then
given by:
V ′ref = Vref ·
R3
R3 +R4
. (3.18)
To achieve a zero temperature coefficient - assuming the linear temperature dependence of
VBE from equation 3.6, the ratio of R1 and R2 has to fulfill:
∂Vref
∂T
= 0→ R2
R1
=
2
2 · 0.086 · lnN (3.19)
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Figure 3.4: Widlar band-gap reference
3.3 Widlar band-gap reference
The first invented bad-gap reference was Bob Widlar’s structure which is principally depicted
in figure 3.4. Assuming again different emitter-base areas of the BJTs in a ratio of 1 : N .
The transistor Q3 provides that the collector voltage of Q2 is approximately equal to the
collector voltage of Q1. This is only valid if currents through Q3 and Q1 are identical - in
reality the circuit will be more complex for assuring this. This depicted structure is only
for principle describing. The collector resistors R2 are set to be identical. Therefore, almost
identical currents flow through each BJT. The voltage drop across R1 is equal to ∆VBE :
VR1 = ∆VBE = VBE1 − VBE2 = VT · ln
IE1
Is1
− VT · lnIE2
Is2
= VT · lnIs2
Is1
= VT · lnN (3.20)
this voltage drop across R1 generates PTAT current:
IPTAT =
∆VBE
R1
. (3.21)
Again, assuming negligible base currents, IPTAT makes a voltage drop across the collector
resistor:
VR2 = IPTAT ·R2 =
R2
R1
·∆VBE . (3.22)
The output voltage is given by the sum of VBE3 and VR2 :
Vref = VR2 + VBE3 =
R2
R1
VT lnN + VBE3 . (3.23)
Now again, to achieve a zero temperature coefficient - again assuming the linear temperature
dependence of VBE from equation 3.6:
∂Vref
∂T
= 0→ R2
R1
=
2
0.086 · lnN . (3.24)
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Widlar band-gap references have a major advantage in terms of high PSRR. The whole
core of the band-gap is self-biased from the band-gap voltage. This makes this structure very
immune against power supply fluctuations. On the other hand, this structure is only suitable
for technology processes where large values of β can be achieved. Otherwise there are errors
in the reference output voltage, as it is discussed in section 3.5.1.
3.4 Summing-current low voltage band-gap reference
In many applications, a band-gap reference working with low supply voltage even around 1 V
could be necessary. One of the possible ways how to achieve that is depicted in figure 3.5.
This structure is based on summing CTAT and PTAT currents, not voltages as in previous
cases. For analysis, again, negligible base currents are assumed. The opamp in a closed loop
ensures that the difference voltage between its input terminals is almost zero. Thus, the
voltage drop across resistor R1 is given by ∆VBE :
VR1 = ∆VBE = VBE1 − VBE2 = VT · ln
IE1
Is1
− VT · lnIE2
Is2
= VT · lnIs2
Is1
= VT · lnN, (3.25)
this voltage drop across R1 generates PTAT current:
IPTAT =
∆VBE
R1
=
VT lnN
R1
. (3.26)
CTAT current is generated by the voltage drop across resistor R2, the voltage drop across
this resistor is equal to VEB1 :
ICTAT =
VEB1
R2
. (3.27)
IPTAT and ICTAT are then summed up at node 1. This current is then mirrored by transistors
T2 and T3 so that the output voltage is given by the voltage drop caused by the the sum of
the currents flowing through resistor R4:
Vref = R4 (IPTAT + ICTAT ) = R4
(
VT lnN
R1
+
VEB1
R2
)
. (3.28)
Finally, for a zero temperature coefficient - again assuming the linear temperature dependence
of VBE from equation 3.6:
∂Vref
∂T
= 0→ R2
R1
=
2
0.086 · lnN . (3.29)
For a proper operation, this type of band-gap reference theoretically needs minimal operating
voltage only given by the sum of VBE and VDSmin , but that depends on design of the opamp
which may probably need higher voltage. The low voltage is the major advantage of this
structure. One the other hand, precision is its weakness. There are high requirements
on precision of the current mirrors, so the overall precision is not that good as in Brokaw
references, for instance.
3.5 Errors in reference voltage
Until now, ideal scenarios have been considered in calculation of the band-gap voltage. In
real design, there will occur some errors. Among significant sources of errors we can put:
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Figure 3.5: Summing current band-gap reference
• mismatch of resistors and transistors
• temperature coefficient of components, mainly resistors
• technology corners
• finite parameter β of BJTs - non-negligible base currents
• errors in current mirroring
• finite gain of used opamp and its offset
Some sources of errors cannot be avoided. On the other hand, effect of some sources of
errors can be reduced by a proper design technique.
3.5.1 Finite β effects
Bipolar transistors in CMOS technology are made using parasitic structure. Either lateral
or vertical BJT transistors can be used. In some technology processes, parameter β cannot
achieve values large enough to neglect its effects on precision of the reference voltage. To
explore effects of β, large-signal model of BJT can be used. Such a model is depicted in
figure 3.6. This model considers ”parasitics” base resistance of BJT. It can be seen that the
real voltage V ′BE does not equal to the ideal voltage VBE given by the standard exponential
relation in equation 3.2, to get real V ′BE , VBE has to be summed up with the voltage drop
across the base resistance flown by base current IB:
V ′BE = VBE +RB
IC
β
. (3.30)
Another problem is the fact that VBE in this equation is not simply given by equation 3.2
because the collector current has to be summed up with the base current as well to know the
emitter current which gives VBE :
VBE = VT · ln
(
IC + IB
IS
)
= VT · ln
IC
(
1 + 1β
)
IS
 . (3.31)
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Figure 3.6: BJT model for finite β effects
There is a question suggesting itself: Is there the same influence of finite β in the men-
tioned typologies of band-gap references? Let us compare the Brokaw and Widlar topology
and use figure 3.7a. Firstly, let us take a look on the Brokaw topology. For the whole genera-
tion of the band-gap voltage, only emitter currents are used. The base currents have impact
on generation of both VBE and ∆VBE so the influence of the base currents is suppressed. If
there is a need for higher output voltage, then resistor R4 is added. In this situation, the
voltage divider consisting of R3 and R4 is loaded by the base currents. In this situation, the
output voltage gets slightly higher because of the loaded divider. Especially in low quiescent
current design, the voltage divider needs to consume a low quiescent current and then the
base currents are not negligible and cause errors in the output reference voltage. This errors
can be theoretically suppressed by adding resistor R5 between the base terminals of the BJTs.
This resistor is supposed to be equal to [13]:
R5 =
R1
R2
· R3R4
R3 +R4
. (3.32)
This resistor flown by the base current IB2 makes a little voltage drop. This voltage drop
influences generation of ∆VBE . Thus, ∆VBE is now slightly lower and this compensates the
effect of the loaded voltage divider. But there is a drawback of this solution and it is increased
level of output noise because R5 value can be in the order of MΩ. So the real usage of R5 is
debatable.
On the other hand, in Widlar topology depicted in figure 3.7b. VBE is generated by the
emitter currents, ∆VBE generates the PTAT current, but the PTAT voltage is not generated
by the emitter current but by the collector current which generates an error. From this, it
is evident that Widlar references are suitable for using in technologies where β is sufficiently
large enough to fulfill accuracy requirements.
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Figure 3.7: Effect of base currents for Brokaw (a) and Widlar (b) band-gap reference
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Chapter 4
Design of LDO Regulator
This chapter deals with design of the LDO ultra-low quiescent current regulator. Design of
each used block is explained. Difficulties and trade-offs during the design are mentioned as
well.
4.1 Specification of requirements
The regulator has been designed for purposes of STMicroelectronics company in their tech-
nology BCD8. All standard requirements for fabrication have had to be met. The proposed
regulator can be put into an ultra-low quiescent current category since the emphasis has been
put on minimizing the quiescent current at no load condition. Also very high efficiency can
be achieved since the drop-out voltage is extraordinary low for the ultra-low quiescent current
category. This makes the LDO ideal for battery powered applications.
The required specification is following:
• quiescent current Iq = 1 µA @ Iload = 0 mA (without a band-gap reference)
• load current Iload = 0 to 300 mA
• drop-out voltage Vdrop < 150 mV @ Iload = 300 mA
• N-channel power transistor
• separate bias voltage from a battery and input voltage: Vbias = 2.75 to 5.5 V, Vin max
5.5 V
• output voltage: Vout = 0.8 to 4 V, by 50 mV step
• accuracy of the output voltage: ±2% at 27 ◦C
• power supply rejection ratio: PSRR = around 70 dB @ 100 Hz
• optimal output capacitor Cout = 1 µF, stable with Cout = 500 nF to 10 µF with the
ESR in the range of 5 to 500 mΩ
• temperature range: -40 to 125 ◦C
• technology BCD8
• design also includes:
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Figure 4.1: Simplified block schematic of the designed LDO regulator
– band-gap voltage reference with the maximal quiescent current Iq = 500 nA
– current generator
– enable control
– thermal protection
– current limiting circuit
The need for the minimal output voltage Vout = 0.8 V and the capability of very low drop-out
voltage even at this output voltage level determines the usage of NMOS power transistor.
Using PMOS transistor and fulfilling these requirements is not possible since in this case, the
minimal biasing voltage would need to be less than 1 V (not considering separate input and
biasing voltage) and there may not be enough headroom for Vsg of the power PMOS. It has
been decided to use separate biasing voltage Vbias and the input signal Vin. The simplified
block schematic of the proposed regulator is depicted in figure 4.1.
4.2 Obstacles caused by the requirements
Before doing firsts steps and sketching first attempts of the opamp structure, several things
have to be considered. From the specification of requirements it can be seen that the main
determinant in the design is the low quiescent current and the very low drop-out voltage.
These two factors bring difficulties with assuring stability under all possible conditions and
achieving sufficient transient responses.
The low quiescent current makes difficulties mainly at following parameters and scenarios:
• Less current branches - lower ”freedom” of design.
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◦ + H(jω)
β(jω)
Vin(jω) Vout(jω)
Figure 4.2: Block schematic of a feedback system
• Requirement for the low drop-out means using a large power transistor which is difficult
to drive with the low current.
• The large power transistor together with low current makes assuring stability at every
condition very difficult.
• For high PSRR, large bandwidth of the open-loop transfer function of the LDO is
needed, to achieve the large bandwidth, the large current is needed as well.
• For sufficient transient response, the large bandwidth is needed and capacitances have
to be charged/discharged fast enough - the current is needed again.
4.3 Stability
Assuring stability under any condition is necessary. Unfortunately, assuring stability is one of
the most difficult things in voltage regulators design, mainly due the fact that there are many
factors that can change and vary a lot and the regulator has to show sufficient universality
and immunity against these variables.
For examining stability, a closed-loop feedback system can be generally depicted as in
figure 4.2, where H(ω) is a transfer function of a system without a feedback and β(ω) repres-
ents a transfer function of a feedback. An overall transfer function of a closed-loop system,
also called closed-loop gain, can be expresses as:
HCL(jω) =
Vout(jω)
Vin(jω)
=
H(jω)
1 + β(jω)H(jω)
, (4.1)
from this expression it can be seen that for the case where:
|H(jω)β(jω)| = 1, (4.2)
arg(H(jω)β(jω)) = 180◦, (4.3)
the denominator of equation 4.1 becomes equal zero and the closed-loop gain becomes equal
infinity, which means that the system is not stable and starts to oscillate. Investigation of
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Table 4.1: Normalized transfer function of zeros and poles
LHP zero RHP zero
H(jω) =
(
jω
−z + 1
)
; z < 0 H(jω) =
(
jω
−z + 1
)
; z > 0
LHP pole RHP pole
H(jω) = 1(
jω
−p+1
) ; p < 0 H(jω) = 1(
jω
−p+1
) ; p > 0
stability is provided by exploring HOL(jω) = H(jω)β(jω), this expression is called open-loop
transfer function or open-loop gain. The open loop transfer function can be also express as:
HOL(jω) = A
(jω − z1)(jω − z2)...(jω − zn)
(jω − p1)(jω − p2)...(jω − pm) , (4.4)
or in the normalized form:
HOL(jω) = G ·
( jω−z1 + 1)(
jω
−z2 + 1)...(
jω
−zn + 1)
( jω−p1 + 1)(
jω
−p2 + 1)...(
jω
−pm + 1)
, (4.5)
where z represents the frequency for which the numerator of the function becomes zero - this
frequency is called zero, p represents the frequency for which the denominator becomes zero
- this frequency is called pole, finally A represents a constant, G is a constant as well and it
acts as a DC gain of the transfer function.
It is obvious that zeros and poles have a significant impact on the phase and the gain
of the transfer function. Both zeroes and poles can be either negative - left half plane (it is
located in the left side of a complex plane) - LHP zeros/poles or positive - right half plane
- RHP zeros, poles. If a system has a RHP pole, it is not stable. But in analog circuit
design, RHP poles are not a concern. They are a concern when it comes to discrete systems.
The transfer functions of LHP/RHP zeros and LHP/RHP poles are summed up in table 4.1
and are plotted in figure 4.3. It can be seen that each pole or zero adds up to 90 degrees
positive/negative shift of phase and the decrease/increase of magnitude is 20 dB/decade using
Bode approximation.
4.3.1 Stability analysis
Stability of a closed-loop system can be analyzed using various methods. The most used
method in analog circuits design is by examining its open-loop transfer function. The system
is stable if the phase shift of the open-loop transfer function is less than -180 degrees at
the frequency at which the magnitude of open-loop transfer function is unity (or equals zero
in decibels). This method is called Bode plots. For further reading, it it suitable to define
frequently used parameters - phase margin, gain margin and unity gain frequency.
Unity gain frequency (UGF) is the frequency at which the magnitude of the open-loop
transfer function reaches unity gain (or zero level when using decibels):
UGF = fUGF [Hz] where |HOL(j2pifUGF )| = 1 [−], (4.6)
Phase margin is given by the difference of the value of the phase of the open-loop transfer
function at the unity gain frequency and 180 degree shift:
Phase margin = 6 HOL(j2pifUGF )− (−180) [◦], (4.7)
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Figure 4.3: Normalized transfer functions of LHP zero (a), RHP zero (b), LHP pole (c) and
RHP pole (d)
Gain margin is defined as the difference of the magnitude of the open-loop transfer func-
tion from the zero magnitude (in decibels) at the frequency f180 at which the phase crosses
180 degree shift:
Gain margin = − |HOL(j2pif180) [dB] where 6 |HOL(j2pif180)| = −180◦. (4.8)
When plotting open-loop transfer functions, several shapes of waveforms are possible to
be seen. For better illustration, how the position of poles and zeros affects stability of a
closed-loop system, Matlab script for plotting open-loop transfer functions has been created.
In figure 4.4 several different open-loop transfer functions of systems are depicted. Chosen
positions of zeros and poles for each system and their stability parameters are summed up in
table 4.2. Let us now examine each system:
• System 1 is a scenario where there are three poles located very closed to each other.
These poles can add up the phase shift up to 270 degrees. The phase reaches 180
degree shift before the magnitude can reach unity (zero in decibels). This system, of
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Table 4.2: Position of poles and zeros for various systems and their stability parameters
G = 1000 [−] p1 [Hz] p2 [Hz] p3 [Hz] p4 [Hz] z1 [Hz] z2 [Hz]
System 1 −70 −70 −70 −5 · 103 −5 · 102 −103
System 2 −102 −103 −108 −109 −8 · 103 −∞
System 3 −102 −106 −108 −109 −∞ −∞
System 4 −103 −104 −5 · 105 −107 −∞ −∞
UGF [Hz] PM [◦] GM [dB] stability
System 1 1.1 · 103 22 − yes
System 2 1.4 · 104 75 98 yes
System 3 9.95 · 104 85 60 yes
System 4 9.87 · 104 -5 − no
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Figure 4.4: Open-loop transfer functions for various systems
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course, would be unstable. But there are also located two zeros closed to each other at
frequencies slightly higher than the frequency of the poles. The zeros compensate the
steep phase shift of the poles so that the phase shift is less than 180 degrees at UGF -
phase margin is positive and the system is stable. This system is a good example that
the system can be stable even if the phase reaches 180 degree shift before UGF if there
are zeros to compensate the phase shift.
• System 2 is a scenario where there are two poles at relatively close frequencies. If
there were only these two pole the system may have been stable if the poles were at
frequencies far enough from each other to allow the magnitude reach the unity gain
before 180 degree shift. The phase margin would probably be not so large. But there
are also other higher frequency poles that can add up another phase shift so the system
can become unstable. To compensate this, there is one zero located at the frequency a
little behind the second pole. This zero compensates the phase shift of second pole so
that the phase margin is quite large and the system is stable. It is important to mention
that the zero should not be located very close to the second pole: Because we want
to compensate the phase shift of the second pole, so the first thought would probably
be to locate the zero at the frequency of the second pole to fully compensate its phase
shift. But on the other hand, we need this second pole to allow the magnitude to
reach unity fast enough to eliminate the effect of the other high frequency poles, which
could otherwise cause instability again. The same thing relates to System 1 where fully
compensation of the two poles by two zeros is not desired as well. In this System 2 the
first and second pole are located within the UGF, other poles are outside the UGF.
• System 3 is a situation where there is no zero in the system. But the first and the
second pole are very separated so that the magnitude can decrease and cross unity
before the effect of the phase shift of the second pole and other higher frequency poles
can have significant impact on the phase margin. In this system, only the first pole is
located within the UGF.
• System 4 is an example of an unstable system where two poles are located close to
each other at frequencies close to other high frequency poles. There are no zeros in
the system for compensation so that the phase shift reaches 180 degrees before the
magnitude can decrease to unity and the system is then unstable.
Nyquist diagram represents another way how to analyze stability instead of using Bode
plots. Such a diagram for the same systems is depicted in figure 4.5. Nyquist diagram uses
plotting the open-loop transfer function in a complex plane. Axis x represents the real part of
the transfer function and axis y is the imaginary part of the function. The waveform starts at
the point at the real axis for which the frequency equals zero. At this point, there is no phase
shift so the imaginary part is zero and this point represents the DC gain of the open-loop
transfer function. Let us now increase the frequency. Until the significant phase shift starts
to show, we are still very close to the starting point. When the frequency is approaching
the first pole (or zero) the phase starts to change rapidly, so does the the imaginary part of
the function and the starting point starts to move as well. The distance from the origin of
coordinates to the actual position gives the magnitude of the open-loop transfer function and
the phase of the function is given by the pitch of the actual point from the x axis. Increasing
the frequency, the actual point is moving to the left side and is drawing an ”ellipse like”
curve. For frequency equal infinity, the actual point gets to the origin of coordinates.
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Figure 4.5: Nyquist diagram for various systems
The critical point in the Nyquist diagram is the point with coordinates (-1,0). If the
actual point is at this point, the magnitude of the function is unity and the phase shift is 180
degrees. For a stable system, the waveform must not encircle the point from ”the outside”.
This situation would mean that there is a frequency for which the phase shift is equal or higher
than 180 degrees while the magnitude is unity - this is a case of System 4. An interesting case
is for System 1 where the waveform crosses x axis ”outside” of the point (-1,0) - its phase
shift crosses 180 degree while the magnitude is still higher then unity, and then the phase
shift starts to decrease and then it encircles the point (-1,0) from the ”inside” so the system
is stable. This situation is fully equivalent to the representation using Bode plots. The upper
half of the diagram is identical for analog systems - it is just a representation for negative
frequencies. The drawback of Nyquist diagrams and the reason why its usage is not frequent
in analog circuit design is the fact that there is no information about the frequency on the
contrary of Bode plots.
4.3.2 Unity step response
Unity step response describes how a closed-loop system response to a unity step signal. This
behavior in time domain is really important in the case of line and load transient response.
It will be shown that the phase margin and the unity gain frequency have major impact on
this behavior. The step response can be defined as convolution of the impulse response of
the closed-loop system hCL(t) and the Heaviside step function u(t):
yout(t) = hCL(t) ∗ u(t), (4.9)
it can be also computed using the transfer function of the closed-loop system HCL(jω):
yout(t) = F
−1 {HCL(jω)} ∗ u(t) = 1
2pi
∫ ∞
−∞
HCL(jω)e
jωtdω ∗ u(t), (4.10)
also we can use:
yout(t) = F
−1 {HCL(jω) · F {u(t)}} , (4.11)
where F−1 represents Inverse Fourier transform and F is Fourier transform.
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Figure 4.6: Unity step response for various systems
Step response for the four systems being analyzed is plotted in figure 4.6. It is seen that
there are significant differences in each characteristic:
• System 1 shows largest ringing and slowest settling time. Ringing is caused by rel-
atively small phase margin equals PM1 = 22
◦. Settling time is mainly determined by
UGF. This system has the lowest UGF, thus the longest settling time.
• System 2 shows substantial better step response behavior, only one small overshoot
occurs - the phase margin is quite large - PM2 = 75
◦ and the settling time is shorter
due to the larger UGF.
• System 3 shows the best unity step response - there is neither overshoot nor undershoot
nor ringing due to the highest phase margin PM3 = 85
◦ and its UGF is highest as well.
• System 4 is not stable, so its unity step response is unbounded.
4.4 Poles and zeros of LDO regulator
For assuring good stability and designing good frequency compensation it is important to
know where the most significant poles and zeros are located in the LDO structure. For
this purpose, the simplified small signal model of the typical NMOS LDO structure for
determining its open-loop transfer function is shown in figure 4.7. This model consists of
three main blocks - differential amplifier stage, driver of power the transistor stage which is
considered to be based on a voltage follower and finally the power NMOS transistor. Now
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Figure 4.7: Simplified block schematic of the designed LDO regulator for determining open-
loop gain
we can determine the poles. The first significant poles is given by the output resistance of
the differential amplifier rDA and the input capacitance of the driver CDA:
p1 = − 1
2pi · rDACDA [Hz]. (4.12)
Another poles is located on the interface of the driver and the NMOS - it is given by the
output resistance of the driver rdriver and the input capacitance of the power NMOS Cgs:
p2 = − 1
2pi · rdriverCgs [Hz]. (4.13)
Another pole of the LDO is located at its output, it is given by the output capacitor Cout
and the resistance rout seen at the node of the capacitor which is given by:
rout =
1
gm
‖ ro ‖ (R1 +R2) ‖ Rload ≈ 1
gm
, (4.14)
this simplifying can be done considering that the resistors of the feedback divider are quite
large, usually in a order of MΩ, the output resistance ro of the NMOS is large as well and
the transconductance gm of the NMOS is high enough due to its high
W
L ratio, gm then
practically determines the rout. Finally, for the output pole we can write:
p3 = − 1
2pi · routCout [Hz]. (4.15)
It has to be mentioned that, of course, in a real circuit, there will be more poles and zeros
located at higher frequencies which may or may not have an impact on the phase margin. If
the most significant poles are known, then the open-loop transfer function can be expressed
as:
HOL(jω) =
gDArDAR2
R1+R2
(jωrDACDA + 1)(jωrdriverCgs + 1)(jωroutCout + 1)
, (4.16)
where gDA represents the transconductance of the differential amplifier.
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4.4.1 Problems and complications
Since the open loop transfer function shows three significant poles, the system can be unstable.
It is worth mentioning that the output pole is determined by 1gm so it is dependent on the
load current, with higher loads, it is pushed to higher frequencies. On the other hand, it can
be located at very low frequencies when light or no loads. If the LDO is adaptively biased -
its quiescent current is dependent on the load current, the first pole p1 and the second pole p2
can be dependent on the load as well. There is not the only one strategy how to compensate
this system. Theoretical options are:
• The first, really theoretical, option is to make the driver pole p2 pushed to as high
frequency as possible (pushed outside UGF), p1 located at sufficiently low frequencies,
to be separated from the output pole p3, so that the output pole can have less impact
on the phase shift. Also p1 allows the magnitude of the open-loop transfer function
reach unity before the phase reaches 180 degree shift, thus it ensures the sufficient phase
margin - similarly as in System 3 above. This is sometimes called ”pole splitting”. This
is almost impossible in real design since there are lot of variable conditions, especially
dependency of the poles on the load. Separation of the poles can occur especially at
heavy loads where the output pole is pushed to highest frequencies but at light loads
this situation may not occur.
• Another option is to have the pole p1 located at low frequencies, the driver pole p2
pushed to as high frequency as possible again and the effect of the output pole p3
compensated by a suitably inserted zero into the system - this is described in similar
scenario of System 2 above. Again, the problem with the dependence on the load is still
here. Therefore, some kind of technique of the ”output pole tracking” may be needed
especially for the application where the load can vary in a large range.
• There is also theoretical possibility of making the output pole p3 located at lowest
frequencies and pushing the pole p1 to higher frequencies - to have similar situation
as in the first option but vice versa. This situation may be suitable mainly for PMOS
power transistor LDOs since their output pole is located at lower frequencies than in
the NMOS case because the output resistance which determines the output pole is
given approximately by the output resistance rout of the PMOS power transistor, on
contrary of gm in case of NMOS LDOs. This scenario may work at lighter loads. If
the application requires a large range of allowed loads, at high loads it would not be
possible to make pole p1 located at higher frequencies than the output pole. These
poles can even switch positions which brings another complication. Also pushing pole
p1 to higher frequencies leads to lowering the output resistance rDA of the differential
amplifier which means lowering the overall gain which could be unacceptable.
These option are mainly theoretical, in real design, other higher frequencies poles can affect
stability as well. Also requirements for universality and robustness of the LDO are high, for
instance the need for allowed value of the output capacitor can be typically from less then
1 µF to tens of µF which means variability of the output pole, so assuring stability under
every condition can be a really tough task and more complex approaches with compensation
such as inserting more zeros into the system etc. might be necessary.
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4.5 Compensation using ESR of the output capacitor
One possibility of inserting a zero into the system is simply using the equivalent series res-
istance - ESR of the output capacitor, the circuit for locating the frequency of the zero is
depicted in figure 4.8. The transfer function of this circuit is following:
H(jω) =
V1(jω)
V2(jω)
=
1 + jωCoutRESR
1 + jωCout(rout +RESR)
, (4.17)
it is obvious that the zero is located at:
zESR = − 1
2pi · CoutRESR [Hz], (4.18)
on the other hand the output pole is given by:
pout = − 1
2piCout(rout +RESR)
≈ − 1
2piCoutrout
[Hz] (4.19)
and since RESR << rout, the output pole is practically at the same frequency as without
considering ESR.
The usage of ESR compensation is mainly for the second scenario of compensation method
mentioned above - compensating the phase shift of the output pole. The problem is to specify
the value of ESR. Too low value of ESR may not have any significant effect because the zero
would be on too high frequency. On the other hand, too high ESR can cause the zero be
located at undesirably low frequencies - of course, it would fully compensate the effect of
the phase shift of the output pole but on the other hand we need a certain phase shift of
the output pole to allow the magnitude of the open-loop transfer function to decrease fast
enough - without that the effect of other higher frequency poles would occur - especially the
pole created at the output of the driver. So the ideal position of the zero is at frequencies
slightly higher then the output pole, but not too much. Similar situation is described in
System 2 above. From this, it can be seen that the drawback is again the dependency of the
output pole on the load. Thus, choosing the one value of the ESR which is suitable for every
condition is nearly impossible.
The ESR compensation had important usage in the past days when large tantalum output
capacitor with ESR in a range even of units of Ω were used. These days, there is a large
need for universality and ceramic capacitors are mainly used and their ESR can reach very
low values of units of mΩ. Therefore, the compensation technique cannot fully depend on
using the ESR compensation, it has only a supporting role. On the other hand, there is a
possibility of using a special ”ESR enhancement” circuit, such a circuit is used in the design
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Figure 4.9: Miller compensation
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Figure 4.10: Small signal model of two stage amplifier with Miller compensation
of LDO and will be discussed latter. But still, the compensation strategy cannot be fully
based on this type of compensation.
Finally, it is worth mentioning that larger value of ESR means worsening transient re-
sponse behavior because the output capacitor then acts as a ”weaker” voltage source. Also,
the capacitor is charging more slowly - larger time constant, which is not desirable - fast
charging is needed to compensate undershoots at the output.
4.6 Miller compensation
Miller compensation is a suitable method for ”pole splitting” - separating two poles at close
frequencies. The principle of Miller compensation can be well described on a two stage
amplifier in figure 4.9. In this figure, Cgs represents the gate capacitance of the second
stage NMOS T2 and Cout is the load capacitance, finally, Cc represents a compensation
capacitor. The effect of this compensation can be described by a small signal model of the
two stage amplifier depicted in figure 4.10. Each stage is an inverting amplifier with DC gain
of G1 = gm1Rout1 and G2 = gm2Rout2 respectively.
Without considering the compensation capacitor, there are two poles, first pole located
at:
p1 = − 1
2piRout1Cgs
[Hz], (4.20)
and the second pole:
p2 = − 1
2piRout2Cout
[Hz]. (4.21)
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Since rout1 and rout2 can have similar values, so do Cgs and Cout, the poles can be located at
very close frequencies. The effect of Miller compensation is separating these two poles. The
Overall transfer function of the small-signal model using Cc is quite complicated and can be
found in many textbooks such as [14]:
H(jω) =
gm1rout1rout2(gm2 − jωCc)
1 + jωrout1rout2gm2Cc + (jω)
2rout1rout2(CgsCout + (Cgs + Cout)Cc)
, (4.22)
from this function, the poles and zeros can be determined:
p1 ≈ − 1
2pigm1Rout1Rout2Cc
[Hz], (4.23)
and the second pole:
p2 ≈ − gm2Cc
2pi(CgsCout + (Cgs + Cout)Cc)
[Hz], (4.24)
there is also one zero:
z =
gm2
2piCc
[Hz]. (4.25)
The first pole p1 is now moved to significantly lower frequencies - due to the Miller effect
of inverting amplifier, the compensating capacitance is multiplied by the gain of the second
stage and transformed to the input of the second stage. Cc is also transformed to the output
of the second stage so the second pole p2 is moved to slightly higher frequencies then it was
originally without compensation - pole splitting occurs. But there is also an undesired RHP
zero which can potentially make compensation ineffective or can even cause instability - RHP
zeros makes magnitude increase while phase decrease - shown in figure 4.3b. The effect of
the RHP zero can be compensated by adding a resistor Rc in series with Cc. It can be shown
that the original zero is then replaced by:
1
2piCc(
1
gm2
−Rc)
[Hz], (4.26)
so by appropriate choosing of Rc we can either eliminate its effect by pushing it to infinite
frequencies when:
Rc =
1
gm2
, (4.27)
or we can even change the RHP zero to the desired LHP zero and reach another phase
compensation when:
Rc >
1
gm2
. (4.28)
Having been said, the pole at the output of differential amplifier and the output pole of
the LDO can be located at very close frequencies or they can even switch position at some
load conditions. This may cause Miller compensation be ineffective - in the scenario where
the output pole is located at a lower frequency than the pole at the output of the differential
amplifier - because of Miller compensation - the pole a the the output of differential amplifier
would be pushed closer to frequencies where the output pole is located and the situation would
get even worse. Another fact is that for Miller compensation we need an inverting amplifying
stage. When it comes to NMOS based LDOs, the NMOS power transistor is connected as a
voltage follower with a non inverting gain approximately equal unity. Although, it is possible
to use Miller compensation in the NMOS LDO, but not in a ”classical way”.
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Figure 4.11: Principle of Miller compensation and transient response of LDO (a) and im-
proved topology (b)
4.6.1 Miller compensation and transient response
It is good to mention that Miller compensation also affects the transient behavior of the LDO.
A scenario with the line and the load transient response using Miller compensation can be
explain using figure 4.11a. The PMOS power transistor is driven by transistor T1.
Firstly, let us explain the line transient response (for that purpose, let us assume the rest-
ive load instead of the depicted current source). Assuming a steady state scenario, suddenly
the input voltage, for instance, starts to increase. The gate voltage of the PMOS cannot react
immediately, so its Vgs increases, which causes more current to flow to the load. Thus, the
overshoot at the output voltage occurs. The Miller compensation capacitor directly couples
the gate of the power transistor to the output. For frequencies high enough we can consider
this path with the very low impedance. As the gate voltage starts to increase during the step
change of the input voltage, this high frequency change is then transfer to the output and the
overshoot gets bigger - Miller compensation causes worsening of the line transient response.
On the other hand, when assuming the load transient response, when there is a sudden
increase of the load current, the gate voltage cannot be pushed immediately lower to assure
higher Vgs so that the PMOS could conduct more. Hence, the undershoot at the output
voltage happens. With the Miller compensation capacitor, the undershoot is directly trans-
ferred to the gate of the power PMOS and pushes the gate lower faster, which reduces the
undershoot - Miller compensation improves the load transient response.
The disadvantage of worsening the line transient response can be reduced by cascoding
driver transistor T1 by transistor T2 and connecting the compensation capacitor between
these transistors as it is in figure 4.11b. When the gate voltage suddenly starts to increase
during the step increase of the input voltage the source voltage of T2 is not almost affected
by the change of the input voltage, so the high frequency coupling of the gate of the power
transistor is almost eliminated.
The cascode will not much affect improving the load transient response - when the un-
dershoot at the output voltage is transferred to the source of cascoding transistor T2, its Vgs
increases so its drain is pushed lower - still improving the load transient response.
4.7 Parallel compensation
Another way how to compensate the LDO is using parallel compensation. The goal of this
compensation is to make the pole at the output of the differential amplifier located at lower
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Figure 4.12: Parallel compensation
frequencies and the phase shift caused be the output pole of the LDO compensate by adding
the zero into the system - described in the second situation above. The principle of the
parallel compensation is depicted in figure 4.12. It is done by adding a capacitor in a series
with a resistor between the differential amplifier and the driver. For proper function, it must
hold Cc >> CDA, then this compensation makes the pole at the output of the differential
amplifier located at:
p1 ≈ − 1
2piCc(rDA +Rc)
[Hz], (4.29)
also a zero is formed by:
z1 = − 1
2piCcRc
[Hz]. (4.30)
In this kind of compensation, choosing an appropriate value of the zero-making resistor
R2 may possibly be difficult. As it has been said, the position of this zero has to track the
output pole of the LDO. In the application where a quite small range of loads is allowed,
it might be sufficient to use only a fixed value resistor, but in most cases, some kind of the
output pole tracking technique is needed. This leads to using an transistor working in linear
region instead of a resistor. This is also suitable for another reason, at light loads, the zero
has to be located at low frequencies which yields to having quite large resistance. Using a
resistor with very large resistance would cost a large area on a chip. Thus, using the transistor
is a better choice. This compensation technique is used for the proposed LDO, the design of
active compensation - output pole tracking - will be discussed latter.
Disadvantage of this compensation technique is the fact that it leads to usage of relative
large capacitance which may take a quite large area on a chip.
4.8 Feed forward compensation
Feed forward compensation represents another way how to insert a zero into the system. It
consist of a capacitor connected in parallel with the output voltage divider as depicted in
figure 4.13. The transfer function of this capacitor in a combination with the voltage divider
can be expressed as:
H(jω) =
V1(jω)
V2(jω)
=
R2
R1 +R2
· 1 + jωCffR1
1 + jωCff
R1R2
R1+R2
, (4.31)
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Figure 4.13: Feed forward compensation
it can be seen that the zero is located at:
zff = − 1
2pi · CffR1 [Hz], (4.32)
on the other hand the output pole is given by:
pff = − 1
2piCff (
R1R2
R1+R2
)
[Hz]. (4.33)
Due to the fact that the pole is given by a parallel combination of the voltage divider resistor,
the pole is located always at higher frequency than the zero so for a certain frequency range
starting at the frequency of the zero, there is a phase shit compensation. For frequencies
higher that the frequency of the pole, there is no effect of the feed forward compensation
since the effect of the zero and the pole are eliminated.
A certain complication can occur when designing the output voltage variable LDO. In
this situation, the ratio of the voltage divider resistors varies, so the zero and the pole vary
as well. This may cause difficulties for a proper compensation under all possible conditions.
4.9 Structure of the designed LDO core
The design of the LDO core - the operational amplifier plus the power transistor, besides
the band-gap voltage reference, is a bedrock of the whole design. The block schematic of the
designed LDO core is depicted in figure 4.14. Each block will be later discussed separately.
The most important thing is choosing a sufficient topology of a combination of the differential
amplifier and the driver together with the power transistor. Each of these blocks cannot be
designed separately without considering other. Thus, the first step is to figure out a simplified
structure of the whole, which may be possible to meet the requirements with and after that
to modify and adjust each block.
When figuring out the first simplified structure, besides others, main factors and determ-
inants may be:
• Stability and possibility of compensation
• Quiescent current consumption, amount of branches
• Possibility of adaptive biasing
• PSRR considerations
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Figure 4.15: Simplified first approach structure
4.9.1 First approach structure
The firstly considered LDO structure is depicted in figure 4.15. The differential amplifier is
consisted of so called symmetrical operational transconductance amplifier. The output of the
differential amplifier is followed by the driver which consist of transistor T9 and transistor
M2 which forms a current mirror with the power NMOS. For the frequency compensation,
parallel compensation technique was intended.
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This structure was firstly considered mainly because of the following features:
a. The power NMOS has to be driven by a low impedance source to move the pole which
is formed by the gate capacitance of the power NMOS and the output resistance of the
driver to frequencies high enough to have low impact on the phase margin. The feeding
side of the current mirror is diode-connected so its output impedance is approximately
given as:
rdriver ≈ 1
gmM2
, (4.34)
which can be considered as low impedance for sufficiently large gmM2 . But the problem
is that gmM2 is determined by the biasing current of M2, which may bring complications
in ultra-low quiescent current design.
b. It has been decided to use adaptive biasing. Since there is the requirement for ultra-low
quiescent current at no load, without using the adaptive biasing, parameters like PSRR,
line and load transients response and others would not be satisfying, because one of
the main determinants in these parameters is UGF which is dependant on the biasing
current of the differential amplifier. UGF of the differential amplifier is approximately
given as:
UGFDA ≈ gmDA
CoutDA
∼
√
ID
CoutDA
, (4.35)
where gmDA is the transconductance of differential pair and CoutDA is the capacitance
seen at the output node of differential amplifier and ID is the biasing current of the
input differential pair. Another factor when it comes to the transient response behavior
is the slew rate. Before a system can react to a change, capacitances in the circuit
need to be recharged, the speed of recharging is only determined by the current that
can be sourced or sunken. Thus, the adaptive biasing where the quiescent current is a
function of the load current is desired. The overall efficiency of the LDO may not be
much affected since at higher loads, there is no need for extremely low quiescent current
in terms of efficiency.
The desired feature of this structure is that the adaptive biasing is ”automatically”
ensured by the current-mirror driver. Adaptive biasing of the differential amplifier can
be provided, again, by another simple current mirror.
c. For sufficient PSRR, the structure has to be designed the way that any capacitance
coupling between high-side and low-side node has to be minimized. With this structure,
it is possible to achieve quite high PSRR since there is no direct coupling between high
and low side nodes.
d. Parallel frequency compensation was considered. The structure has to be compensated
at the output of the differential amplifier. The compensation capacitor has to be coupled
to the high-side because the gate of the driver transistor is tied to the high-side, coupling
of the compensation capacitor to the ground would cause worsening of PSRR. Since a
relatively large range of the load current is needed, the compensation zero has to track
the output pole - active compensation. The output pole tracking is implemented using
the adaptive biasing. The output pole shifts with the load current so the adaptive
biasing includes the information about the output pole position. With the higher load,
there is larger VGS of T9. This voltage controls the resistance of liner-region operated
zero-making transistor T12.
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Figure 4.16: Source degenerated current mirror of the first approach structure driver
Unfortunately there are several complications which has caused that this has not been
used finally. The main problem was the fact that stability for under all conditions could not
be accomplished. This is mainly related to the output resistance of the driver. As it has been
mentioned - quite large current is needed to achieve sufficiently low resistance of the driver
to push the driver pole to sufficiently high frequencies.
The current mirroring ratio of M2 and the power NMOS has to be very large, in order of
thousands not to have too high current consumption through the driver at high loads. Let
us say, that the maximum allowed current through the driver is set to be 100 µA. Taking the
maximal load as 300 mA, the ratio has to be:
Wpower
WM2
≥ 3000, (4.36)
considering the same channel lengths. This means that almost no current flows through the
driver at light loads. So for that reason, a resistor connected between the gate and sources of
the current mirror as in figure 4.16 has to be added to assure some minimal current through
the driver. But this current has to be set not to cross the maximal quiescent current at no
load. But on the other hand, this amount of current may not be enough to assure that the
transconductance gmM2 is large enough for the driver pole to have a low impact on the phase
margin.
At light loads, the pole at the output of the differential amplifier and the output pole of
the LDO are located at very low frequencies, so that the UGF of the LDO is quite low, so
even the smallest current through the driver is enough to push its pole out of the UGF. On
the other hand, the UGF is maximal at heavy loads but the current through the driver is
maximal as well, so its pole is not a concern. The worst situation is at medium loads where
there is a still quite small current through the driver but the UGF is at a medium frequency
range.
To suppress this complication, some way ho to add more current through the driver whilst
keeping the requirement for the quiescent current at no load and keeping the maximal allowed
quiescent current at maximal loads at some ”reasonable” values has to be implemented. One
possibility is to implement a source-degenerated current mirror at the driver as it is depicted
in figure 4.16. This kind of current mirroring has non-linear characteristic between Iload and
Idriver. This is caused by the fact that the resistor connected to the source acts as a local
negative feedback. When the reference current is low, the voltage drop across the resistor is
very small, so it almost acts like there is no resistor connected. On the other hand, when
the reference current gets higher, the voltage drop gets higher as well and the feedback gets
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stronger and causes lowering of VGS of the degenerated transistor. This causes the non-liner
characteristic. To achieve high non-linearity, large WL of the degenerated transistor has to be
chosen as well as the resistance of the resistor. This may lead to undesirable large values of
both, which yields to a large occupied area on a chip.
There are other complications with source degenerating. If there is a need for precision of
the non-liner mirroring function, the technology corners and the temperature coefficients of
the resistor may cause problems. Usually the resistors with a lower sheet resistance have the
lowest technology corner spread. Using these kinds of resistor may not be desirable if high
non-linearity is needed, because of the occupied area on a chip. Unfortunately, after a lot of
experimentation, sufficiently large non-linearity has not been achieved.
All that mentioned compilations and inability to achieve good stability under all condi-
tions and corners has caused not using this structure.
4.9.2 Final structure
For the final structure of the LDO, it has been finally decided to implement the driver based
on a voltage follower block. Pros and cons of this decision will be discussed latter. Overall
complexity of this structure is bigger than the first approach structure, nevertheless, it was
necessary to fulfill all the requirements. Further in this chapter, each block will be discussed
separately.
4.10 Differential amplifier
With regard to the fact that the driver is based on a voltage follower and the power NMOS
is connected as a voltage follower as well, the differential amplifier represents the only one
gain stage of the LDO. Main requirements on the differential amplifier have been put on:
• Sufficiently large gain - the only one gain stage
• Large output swing - since the driver is based on a voltage follower and the fact that
the LDO has to supply the output voltage in a large range of Vout = 0.8− 4 V.
• Ability of the differential pair to work with quite low input voltage, which is set by the
band-gap voltage reference to be Vref = 0.8 V
• Sufficiently large PSRR
Basic simplified structure of used differential amplifier is depicted in figure 4.17. For
further reading, the parameters of the transistors in this structure are symmetrical and the
current mirroring ratio is set to be 1:1 for all current mirrors. The virtue of this structure
is its large output swing which is only limited by the minimal saturation voltage VDSmin of
transistors T3 and T4 so it is in a range of:
output swing = from VDS3min to Vbias − VDS4min . (4.37)
The relatively low input voltage determines usage of the PMOS differential pair. All
transistors in the structure have to be kept in saturation region. Thus, the input common
voltage range for PMOS differential pair is given by:
Vinmin = VGS2 + VDS1min − VGS1 = VGS2 − VTH1 , (4.38)
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Figure 4.17: Simplified basic structure of differential amplifier
Vinmax = Vbias − (VGS1 + VDS9min), (4.39)
on the other hand, for the NMOS differential pair, the input common voltage range is given
as (labeling of transistors is assumed the same but for ”inverted” structure):
Vinmin = VDS9min + VGS1 , (4.40)
Vinmax = Vbias − (VGS2 + VDS1min − VGS1) = Vbias − (VGS2 − VTH1). (4.41)
From these equations it is obvious that the PMOS differential pair is more suitable in a case
when there is a need for the low minimal input voltage. On the other hand, the NMOS
differential pair should be used when the high maximal input voltage range is necessary. So
for the case when Vref = 0.8 V the PMOS is the only option since 0.8 V may not be enough
to cover one VGS and one VDS .
4.10.1 Small signal behavior
Now, let us explore the behavior of this structure. Just for now, ideal transistors with the
same transfer characteristic for PMOS and NMOS are considered. If the input voltages are
identical, the same current flows through each transistor of the differential pair. The current
through T1 is mirrored to the output branch by T2 and T3.
The current current through T5 is mirrored by current mirrors formed by transistors
T6, T7, T8 and T4 to the output branch. In this branch the currents of each transistor of
differential pair are summed up. If the NMOS and PMOS transistors are assumed to have
the same transfer characteristic, the output voltage should be in the middle of biasing voltage.
If the input voltages differ, differential pair transistor are flown by different currents. In this
situation, one of the output transistors is forced to enter linear region, so the output voltage
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Figure 4.18: Small-signal model of differential amplifier
swings to one or another rail. At the output branch the ”lowest current wins” so the transistor
which should be flown by higher current enters the linear region. Of course, this situation
is related to ideal situation where the transistors have the infinite output resistance and this
situation would mean infinite gain. For figuring out the real gain, small signal model such as
in figure 4.18 can be used. Assuming ideal current mirroring by T6 and T7, the gain can be
determined using only one half of the circuit and transforming the differential signal to the
single ended signal. According to the model we can write:
i1 = −vin · gm1 , (4.42)
i2 = i1 · ro1 ‖ ro2
ro1 ‖ ro2 + 1gm2
, (4.43)
i3 = i2, (4.44)
vout = −i3 · ro3 ‖ ro4 = vin · gm1 ·
ro1 ‖ ro2
ro1 ‖ ro2 + 1gm2
· ro3 ‖ ro4 ≈ vin · gm1 · ro3 ‖ ro4 , (4.45)
this simplifying can be done taking in account that that output resistance of a MOS transistor
is usually significantly larger than 1gm , finally, the gain can be expressed as:
G ≈ gm1 · ro3 ‖ ro4 = gm1 · rout, (4.46)
where ro3 ‖ ro4 represents the output resistance of the differential amplifier rout. For achieving
as large gain as possible, the differential pair transistor should be operated in weak-inversion
to achieve the maximal gm for the given biasing current. Thus, the
W
L ratio of the differential
pair should be large enough.
Attention should be paid on connecting bulks of the differential pair. If the bulks are
connected to the biasing voltage, the body effect occurs and the threshold voltage of the
differential pair transistors increases. This can be advantage when there is a need of larger
headroom at the low-side. Increasing the threshold voltage yields at larger Vgs of the differ-
ential pair while its minimal saturation voltage VDSmin remains the same. This increases the
headroom at the low-side. Thus, according to equation 4.41, it makes the minimal common
input voltage lower. But there is a drawback in terms of PSRR. In that situation, every fluc-
tuation of the bias voltage is transfer to the bulks and the fluctuation then affects the body
effect as well, which can show as decreasing PSRR. For that reason, the bulks are connected
with the sources which eliminates worsening of PSRR, since there is no body effect.
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4.10.2 Cascoded current mirrors
With this structure of the differential amplifier, usually achievable values of the gain are
around 50 dB. This may not be sufficiently large for the good line and load regulation,
especially for our case where the differential amplifier is the only gain stage. To overcome
this complication, some kind of a cascoded mirror to increase the output resistance and thus
increase the gain has to be implemented. The drawback of using cascoding is its need for larger
voltage headroom. For our case where Vref = 0.8 V, there is not enough headroom, especially
at low side, for using a classical cascode mirror which needs two Vgs. Thus, improved cascoded
mirrors depicted in figure 4.19 have been used. This cascoding mirror requires only one Vgs.
On the other hand, of course, every transistor needs to be in saturation region for proper
function. The difficulties can occur especially when assuring that the lower current mirroring
transistor T1 is in saturation. Assuming that this transistor is operated in strong inversion,
for its drain-source voltage VDS to be in saturation it must hold:
VDS1 = VGS1 − VGS2 , (4.47)
VDS1 ≥ VDS1min = VGS1 − Vth1 , (4.48)
VGS2 < Vth1 , (4.49)
this condition can be achieved two ways:
a. using depletion type of upper transistors, if the technology allows this
b. operating upper transistors in weak inversion
BCD8 technology does not allow using depletion transistors so option b. must have been
used. Requirements for operating the lower transistor in strong inversion for better accuracy
of current mirroring and lower current offset due to the mismatch (discussed in chapter 1)
lead to small WL ratio. On the other hand, operating upper transistors in weak inversion
leads to large WL ratio. It is important to mention that the bulks of upper transistors must
be connected with their sources. Connecting them with ground would cause increasing of the
threshold voltage of the upper transistors by body effect and the condition from equation
4.49 could not be fulfilled since Vgs of upper transistor would be increased.
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Figure 4.20: Simplified structure of the used differential amplifier
If all transistors are in saturation region, then the output resistance Rout of this cascoded
current mirror is given by the same relation as in a classical cascoded mirror [5]:
Rout = ro2(1 + gm2ro1) + ro1, (4.50)
from this equation is is obvious that operating upper transistor in weak inversion has also
advantage in maximal transconductance gm2 for given current. Thus, the output resistance
is maximal as well.
In real design, it can be very difficult to assure that all transistor are always in saturation
region at every condition and corner, especially when adaptive biasing of differential amplifier
is used, so achieving maximal theoretical output resistance may not be fulfilled because the
transistors may work at a ”border” between linear and saturation region, anyway, a certain
improvement of the output resistance still occurs in this situation.
4.10.3 PSRR considerations
For good PSRR it is necessary to use cascoded mirrors in this structure as well. The driver
is based on a voltage follower which yields in a large variance of the output voltage of the
differential amplifier. This means that the large difference between VDS of transistors T4 and
T8 or T3 and T7 back in figure 4.17 can occur since T8 is diode-connected. This large difference
of VDS causes errors in current mirroring which occurs as an offset voltage at the output.
The value of this offset depends on the biasing voltage, thus not sufficient PSRR. When using
cascoded mirrors, their output resistance is much higher so influence of the biasing voltage
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Figure 4.21: Principle of the driver (a) and a small-signal model of a simple voltage follower
for determining its output resistance (b)
variation is suppressed. In other words, the large difference of VDS is mainly ”absorbed” by
the cascoding transistors, while the current-mirroring transistors have relatively similar VDS .
This situation represents one the disadvantages of using a driver based on a voltage
follower. In the first approach structure back in figure 4.15, there is no need for cascoded
mirrors because the output voltage of the differential amplifier is still in the range one Vgs.
The final simplified structure of the differential amplifier with depicted adaptive and
dynamic biasing is represented in figure 4.20.
4.11 Driver
The driver of the power transistor represents one of the most critical blocks of the LDO
regrading the transient response behavior. The main goal of the diver is to supply a low
impedance source for driving the large power transistor. Before the LDO can react to changes
of the load current or the input voltage, capacitances of the circuit have to be recharged. The
large area of the power NMOS represents a large gate capacitance. This capacitance, besides
the output capacitor, may stand for the largest capacitance in the circuit. So how fast this
capacitance is able to recharge determines the transient behavior significantly. There are two
main challenges that need to be assured:
• Pushing the pole which is made of the gate capacitance of the power NMOS and the
output resistance of the driver to frequencies as high as possible to suppress its impact
on stability.
• Assuring sourcing and sinking of a current large enough, which is necessary for suf-
ficiently large slew rate for the fast recharging of the gate capacitance of the power
NMOS.
The simplified structure of the proposed driver is depicted in figure 4.21a The core of
the driver is transistor T1 connected as a voltage follower which is biased from fixed current
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Figure 4.22: Principle of sourcing and sinking current to the load of a simple follower (a) and
a push-pull follower (b)
source Ibias, adaptive biasing block Iadaptive bias will be disclosed later. The output resistance
of a simple voltage follower can expressed by using a small-signal model in figure 4.21b as:
rout =
1
gm1
‖ ro1 ‖ ro2 ≈ 1
gm1
, (4.51)
where r2 represents the output resistance of the biasing current source. This simplifying in
the equation can be done because in most cases 1gm1 << ro. From this relation, it can be
seen that the output resistance of the voltage follower is the same as for the driver based on
a current mirror used in the first approach structure in figure 4.15. So the same problems
remain:
• The requirement for the ultra-low quiescent current at no load does not allow using
sufficiently large biasing current to assure that gm1 is large enough to push the pole to
frequencies high enough. Thus, again, there must be some technique how to make the
output resistance lower.
• Large biasing current is needed for the high slew rate which is again in breach of the
ultra-low quiescent current requirement.
Regarding the slew rate, a voltage follower is not an ideal solution for sourcing the current
to the load. As depicted in figure 4.22a, the sourcing capability of a current to charge the
gate capacitance is restricted by the biasing current source, which is very limiting in ultra-low
quiescent current design. On the other hand, sinking capability of a current for discharging
the gate capacitance is high, restricted only by the WL ratio of the voltage follower transistor
and its maximal applied Vgs voltage. This situation is depicted in figure 4.22b. An ideal
solution would be using a push-pull topology but this structure cannot be used due to the
fact that there is a need for two Vgs voltages above the output voltage of the LDO, this would
yield to unacceptably high minimal biasing voltage Vbias.
4.11.1 Adaptive biasing of the driver
From these mentioned facts, it is obvious that, as in the first approach structure, some way
how to to add more current to the driver, whilst keeping the requirement for the quiescent
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Figure 4.23: Simplified schematic of the adaptive biasing circuit for the driver
current at no load and keeping the maximal allowed quiescent current at the maximal load
has be to introduced. It has been decided to use non-linear adaptive biasing.
It is necessary that the adaptive biasing would be as simple as possible to assure a low
time delay. For instance, every current mirror has a certain time delay due to the parasitic
capacitances which have to be recharged. Too large time delay would cause unacceptably
high undershoots at the step transient response. Simple and effective way is using source
degenerating current mirrors. The simplified structure of the adaptive biasing is depicted in
figure 4.23. Current mirroring is provided by the copy NMOS with a suitable
Wpower
Wcopy
ratio
with the power NMOS and by the current mirror of T1 and T2. Non-linearity is caused by
the effect of two source degenerating resistors R1 and R2. Let us for now consider transistors
T3 and T4 shorted.
On contrary of the first approach structure, where source degenerating has not been
satisfying due to the low precision and not high enough non-linearity to assure the low output
resistance of the driver for pushing the driver pole far enough at the worst case of a load
current range, in this structure, there is no such a need for very precise current mirroring
function. Also, much higher non-linearity can be achieved because there can be used two
source degenerating resistors and their effect for the non-linearity is then multiplied.
It has been simulated that the critical factor for the sufficiently good load transient
response and the phase margin is to supply a sufficient current to the driver at the mid-range
loads. In this range, in our case around from Iload = 100µA to Iload = 1mA, the UGF of
the open-loop transfer function of the LDO is at medium values, the pole at the output of
differential amplifier and the output pole of the LDO are not too separated and the pole of
the driver is difficult to be pushed far enough because the adaptive biasing current may not
be sufficiently large. On the other hand, the value of the biasing current of the driver at high
loads has not shown so big impact on improving the slew rate and reducing undershoots.
When designing the adaptive biasing there are several complications:
a. There is a need for low current Idriver1 through the branch of the copy NMOS for
the following reason. Every transistor needs to stay in saturation region so the biasing
voltage Vbias needs to be at least one Vgs and one VDSmin plus the voltage drop across the
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Figure 4.24: Adaptive biasing of the driver - simulation results
resistor R1 higher than the output voltage. Due to the fact that there are tendencies
for lowering Vbias as possible, it may not be easy to assure saturation. This yields
to using large WL of T1 to achieve its low Vgs. This is not ideal for current mirrors
(reasons are mentioned in chapter 1). Making WL of the copy NMOS larger does not
help reducing VDSmin because its larger
W
L ratio also means larger current through this
branch because of the higher current mirroring ratio with the power NMOS. Thus, a
lower current through this branch reduces both VDSmin and low Vgs.
Also, there is a source of an error in the current mirroring - VDS of the copy NMOS can
be significantly different than VDS of the power NMOS, and due to the finite output
resistance of the transistors, there may be higher dependency of the current mirroring
on Vbias and Vin ratio. On the other hand, source degeneration resistor acts as a local
negative feedback which suppresses this dependency.
b. As it has been already mentioned, achieving large non-linearity of the current mirroring
yields to using large resistors and high WL ratio of the source degenerated transistors.
Also W2W1 ratio has to be quite large as well (assuming the same channel lengths). The
problems is that W1L1 of T1 may already be not so small. This would mean larger area
on a chip. Choosing different channel lengths is not an option - different lengths may
cause different threshold voltage and not precise current mirroring due to different
transfer function. To reduce the area, a series connection of transistor is used. N Series
connected transistors with the same channel length act in a current mirror similarly as
a single transistor with N-times longer channel length than originally but the threshold
voltage and the transfer function is nearly the same as originally. Thus, a reduction of
the occupied area is achieved.
Simulation of dependency of the adaptive biasing current of the driver on the load current
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for certain combinations of Vbias and Vin is depicted in figure 4.24. Still, for the high slew
rate during large transients, the adaptive biasing may not be sufficient. To overcome this
problem, dynamic biasing circuit boosting a large amount of current to the driver only during
the transients, when it is needed, is implemented. This block will be discussed separately
later in this chapter.
4.11.2 Drop-out behavior
When the LDO is entering the drop-out region, it stops working as a closed-loop system and
starts to behave as an open-loop system, this causes significant differences in the behavior of
the internal circuitry. When that happens, the output voltage starts to be below the nominal
value. This force the differential amplifier to push its output voltage to the high rail and
since the driver is a voltage follower, the gate of the power NMOS goes to the high rail as
well. VDS voltage of the copy NMOS is still high to remain the copy NMOS in saturation,
on contrary of the power NMOS. Proper copying current stops working and a large amount
of current starts to flow through the branch of the copy NMOS. Although, the requirement
for quiescent current is not usually defined for the drop-out mode and larger consumption in
the drop-out is a common thing in LDOs, this might not be desirable.
Proposed solution is to clamp the current through the branch of copy NMOS by adding
transistor T3 which makes a current mirror with T5, again using figure 4.23. The principle of
function is following:
• In the normal mode of operation of the LDO, the current through the copy NMOS
is lower than a current set by current source I1 and multiplying factor of the current
mirror consisted of T5 and T3 - let us call it Iclamp, this forces T3 to enter the linear
region and act as a switch with a certain negligible RDSon . Thus, it practically does
not effect the function of the driver.
• When the LDO is entering the drop-out, the current through the branch increases,
when the current reaches the value of Iclamp, T3 enters the saturation region and starts
to act as current source which forces the copy NMOS to enter linear region. Thus, the
current through the branch is clamped at the value of Iclamp .
The value of Iclamp must be set higher than the maximal current through the driver in the
normal mode, not to effect the proper function of the driver.
Analogous clamping must be done at the other branch of the adaptive biasing. Although,
in the ”full” drop-out, the gate voltage of the power NMOS and copy NMOS is at high
rail, so VDS voltage of T2 is close to zero and almost no current flows through its branch.
But, on the ”boundary” between the normal mode and the drop-out, as the gate voltage
approaches the high rail, there is still some headroom to allow T2 to stay almost in saturation
and an undesirably high current may flow through the branch. Hence, similar clamping using
transistor T4 should be done as well.
The best solution would be designing the circuit that assures lower quiescent current
when the LDO is in the drop-out. Such a circuit is in [15]. This circuit works only for PMOS
regulators. Hence, some modification would have to be done. On the other hand, these
modification may mean increasing the quiescent current at no load.
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Figure 4.25: Test-bench for determining RDSon of the power NMOS
4.12 Sizing of the power NMOS
The size - WL ratio of the power NMOS is determined by a value of required drop-out voltage
Vdrop at the maximal load current Iloadmax . The higher the maximal current and the lower
the drop-out voltage, the larger size. Besides the occupied area on a chip, the drawback of
the large size is a large gate capacitance which brings complication regarding stability and
the slew rate. Also, larger size means larger leakage current. In this case, the leakage current
can be significant since it is generally higher at NMOS than at PMOS transistors. On the
other hand, the size of NMOS can be smaller due to higher mobility of charge carriers.
When the LDO enters drop-out mode, the power transistors acts as a resistor with a value
of RDSon which has to be smaller than:
RDSon ≤
Vdrop
Iloadmax
=
150 mV
300 mA
= 0.5 Ω. (4.52)
RDSon can be determined using a characteristic equation for NMOS operated in linear region:
RDSon =
VDS
ID
≈ 1
1
2µnCox
W
L (VGS − Vth)
, (4.53)
from this, it is obvious that low RDSon leads to larger
W
L ratio. A good way how simulate
RDSon is using a test-bench depicted in figure 4.25. Firstly, a value of available VGS has to be
chosen, the higher VGS the lower RDSon . But higher available VGS leads to higher minimal
Vbias. For the simulation, it has been chosen VGS = 1.2V. In the final design, there may be a
headroom for larger VGS but for covering worst cases, it it suitable to chose a smaller value.
The power NMOS in the test-bench is biased by the ideal current source representing the
maximal load current, in this case 300 mA. The power NMOS is then forced to linear region
and for determining RDSon it does just to measure VDS and divide it by the current.
The channel length has been set to the minimum, in this case L = 600 nm. It must be said
that there are many other factors that affect RDSon . The most important are temperature
and technology corners. The worst case is for MIN technology corner where the threshold
voltage is maximal and according to equation 4.53 it means larger RDSon . Regarding the
temperature, RDSon increases with increasing temperature. Although the threshold voltage
decreases with temperature, the increasing resistance of the metalization of the power NMOS
has a more significant effect.
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Figure 4.26: Dependency of RDSon on the channel width for various numbers of gates strip
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Table 4.3: Parameters of the power NMOS
W : L : number of gate strips:
50 mm 600 nm 190
The equation 4.53 is simplified, in reality, this relation is by far more complex. For now
the goal has been to only determine WL ratio. But there is another factor that has to be
figured out - the number of gate strips of the power NMOS. It can be observed that the
lowest RDSon is for the number of gate which provides an approximately square shape of the
power NMOS in its layout.
Final parameters of the power NMOS are summed up in table 4.3. Simulation results
are shown in figure 4.26. Figure 4.26a shows the dependency of RDSon on the channel width
for various number of gate strip. Figure 4.26b represents the dependency on the number of
gate strips for chosen channel width and figure 4.26c shows the temperature dependency for
chosen channel width.
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Figure 4.27: First approach of adaptive biasing circuit
4.13 Adaptive biasing
It has been already mentioned that it is suitable to assure adaptive biasing for the differential
pair as well as for the active frequency compensation. Of course, first thought would be
implementing the adaptive biasing similar way as it has been designed for the driver. Having
been said, the drawback of this type of adaptive biasing is its imprecision. For the case of the
differential amplifier and the frequency compensation it is not acceptable mainly for stability
reasons:
• The biasing current is the main factor for determining the UGF of the differential
amplifier and of the whole LDO as well. Too large dependency of the adaptive biasing
on, for instance, the biasing voltage Vbias, input voltage Vin and temperature as well as
technology corners, could potentially make assuring sufficient phase margin under all
conditions unattainable due to large changes of the UGF.
• Imprecision of mirroring the load current leads to imprecision of tracking the output
pole by the active parallel compensation which may cause achieving good stability under
all conditions not possible.
4.13.1 First approach structure
The important thing for improving precision of the adaptive biasing is ensuring the same
VDS voltage for both the power NMOS and for the copy NMOS. The structure in figure 4.27
was chosen as the first approach namely for its simplicity and low current consumption.
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Firstly, let us assume a certain current through the copy NMOS, the same current flows
into T4, this current is mirrored by T3. The mirrored current flows through diode-connected
T1 with a certain value of voltage VGS1. If transistors T1 and T2 are ideally identical and
assuming ideal current mirroring of T4 and T3 in 1:1 ratio, then VGS1 = VGS2, thus the same
VDS and VGS for the power NMOS and the copy NMOS is assured. Transistors T5 and T6
assure mirroring of the copy current to other circuitry.
For proper operation, it is necessary that all transistors are in saturation region. To assure
that, there is a need for one VGS and one VDSmin below the output voltage of the LDO. This
brings a drawback of this structure. In the situation when the output voltage is set to be
Vout = 0.8 V, there may not be enough headroom. Firstly, this situation yields to large
W
L
ratios of T1 - T5 transistors and operating them in weak inversion to lower their VGS and
VDSmin . Again, this is not ideal for current mirrors (as mentioned in chapter 1).
Several following issued has caused not using this topology:
a. The need for the large voltage headroom has been the main issue with this structure.
Even for the lowest allowed channel width of the copy NMOS, the copying current has
been too high at heavy loads to fulfill the condition for assuring saturation region for
all transistors under every corner condition, especially for MIN technology corner and
the lowest operating temperature.
b. The overall precision has not been satisfying, mainly at light loads when the copy
current is too low for proper biasing of the current mirrors. Also higher dependency on
technology corners and temperature have occurred.
c. Using all transistors operating in weak-inversion leads to large WL ratios. This means
that non-negligible leakage currents at high temperatures may occur. This represents a
significant problem regarding the frequency compensation at light loads - output pole
tracking by the parallel active compensation is highly dependent on temperature at
light loads, which causes assuring a sufficient phase margin unattainable. Although
several leakage current compensation circuits have been implemented, the results have
not been a hundred percent reliable and satisfying.
4.13.2 Final structure
The simplified structure of the final adaptive biasing circuit is depicted in figure 4.28. This
structure is based on an operational amplifier working in a closed-loop. Sources of the both
copy and power NMOS are connected to the inputs of the PMOS differential pair made of
transistors T1 and T2. Transistors T3 and T4 represent an active load of the differential stage.
The second stage consists of transistor T5 connected as a common source amplifier loaded
by the copy NMOS. The closed-loop provides ideally identical voltages (assuming infinite
open-loop gain and zero voltage offset) at the inputs of differential pair.
Resistor R1 makes the characteristic between load and copy current slightly nonlinear. At
light loads, the copy current is small so is the voltage drop across the resistor and the effect
of R1 is negligible and VDS and VGS of the copy NMOS and the power NMOS is practically
the same. At high loads, the voltage drop starts to increase and the effect of the resistor gets
bigger - acts as a local negative feedback and slightly decreases VGS of the copy NMOS, thus
decreases slightly the copy current Icopy - the principle is basically the same as for source
degenerating current mirrors. It has been figured out that slightly non-linear function is
suitable for slightly lower quiescent current at high loads without affecting stability of the
LDO - the ”active” zero of the active parallel compensation is already pushed to very high
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Figure 4.28: Simplified schematic of adaptive biasing circuit
frequencies that more copy current has almost no effect on stability (only a small difference of
the UGF caused by the adaptive biasing of the differential amplifier can be observed). This
is also the reason why the dependency of the resistance value on temperature and technology
corners is not an issue in this case.
As a two stage amplifier, some kind of frequency compensation is needed for a sufficient
phase margin. Compensation capacitor Cc together with compensation resistor Rc acts sim-
ilar way as mentioned compensation technique using ESR together with the output capacitor
in section 4.5. Cc ensures that the open-loop gain crosses unity at lower frequencies while Rc
inserts a zero into the system.
Finally, transistors T6 − T10 provide current mirroring of Icopy and supplying of the ad-
aptive biasing current to other circuit blocks.
Special attention should be paid on:
a. Connecting the bulks of the PMOS differential pair to highest potential to use body
effect for increasing the threshold voltage Vth of the differential pair. Increased threshold
voltage helps providing larger voltage headroom for transistors T3 and T4 to be in
saturation region. This situation is related to the situation when the lowest output
voltage of the LDO Vout = 0.8 V is set.
b. Sizing of T5 is important. Its
W5
L5
ratio has to be small enough to assure that VGS5 is
high enough that T4 stays in saturation at light loads where there is only a small current
through T5. On the other hand, too low
W5
L5
may lead to too large VGS5 at high loads
that T2 enters liner region since there may not be a voltage headroom for its minimal
saturation voltage VDS2min. Again, this situation may occur at Vout = 0.8 V.
Simulated dependency of the adaptive biasing of differential amplifier on the load current
for various combinations of Vbias and Vin is depicted in figure 4.29.
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Figure 4.29: Simulated dependency of the adaptive biasing current of the differential amplifier
on the load current
4.14 Dynamic biasing
Transient response behavior, especially the load transient response is a general weakness of
ultra-low quiescent current LDOs. Having been said already, the load transient response is
mainly determined by the speed of recharging capacitances in the circuit. The are two largest
capacitances in the proposed LDO structure:
a. Gate capacitance of the power NMOS of which recharging is supplied by the driver
b. Compensation capacitance of the active parallel compensation of which recharging is
provided by biasing of the differential amplifier
Both the differential amplifier and the driver are adaptively biased. At great transient steps,
the adaptive biasing current will not be sufficiently large to assure a good slew rate - fast
recharging of the capacitances and providing small undershoots at the output voltage.
Dynamic biasing boosts the current to the differential pair and to the driver only when
there is an undershoot at the output voltage during the transients steps. At steady state, the
dynamic biasing current is nearly zero. The proposed dynamic biasing is based on sensing the
output voltage (the feedback voltage) and comparing this voltage with the reference voltage.
The voltage between the feedback and the reference controls the boosting current sources for
the differential amplifier and the driver. The boosting current ratio (K, L) for each block is
different as it is depicted in a block schematic in figure 4.30.
Several issues had to be solved during designing the dynamic biasing:
a. Assuring as fast reaction of the dynamic biasing circuit as possible, again, this is mainly
determined by the biasing current of this block.
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Figure 4.30: Simplified block schematic of dynamic biasing
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b. Low current consumption, which is in breach of a., again.
c. Assuring almost zero current in the steady state under all conditions. Special attention
had to be paid on Monte Carlo simulations.
d. Leakage current complications had occurred, compensation circuitry had to be imple-
mented.
e. Choosing optimal current boost ratio. Too low ratio may not be enough for fast tran-
sients, on the other hand, too high ratio may cause some overshoots at the output
voltage, this is related mainly for the biasing of the differential amplifier.
Example of boosting a current to the driver during load transients is depicted in figure
4.31. It can be seen, as expected, that the boosting current only occurs when there is about an
undershoot at the output voltage. The effect of the dynamic biasing on reducing undershoots
is significant as it can be seen in the figure.
4.15 Leakage current compensation
The size of the power NMOS transistor is significant, its WL ≈ 83300 while the channel
length is minimal L = 600 nm. Transistors with minimal channel lengths are the most
leaky and very large WL ratio of the power NMOS, according to equation 1.23, means large
leakage current as well. Besides the current consumption, the leakage current of the power
transistor might cause inability of voltage regulation at light loads. In a case of the NMOS
power transistor, the operational amplifier of the LDO forces its gate to be pushed to a
lower potential to reduce the conduction of the power NMOS. If a significant leakage current
occurs, the gate of the power transistor can be forced below the potential of the source and
even if the gate voltage is located in the low rail, it still does not have to be sufficient for
lowering the conduction of the power NMOS enough to maintain the desired output voltage
- the power NMOS cannot be turned off sufficiently - the output voltage is now higher than
the desired value and the regulation stops working. For these reasons, a compensation of the
leakage current is necessary.
The compensation of the leakage current can be implemented based on a generation
of proportional leakage current and subtracting it from the leaky power transistor branch.
Proposed simplified schematic of the leakage current compensation is depicted in figure 4.32.
Firstly, let us consider the situation when the leakage current causes problems. Assuming the
compensation circuit disconnected and the situation when the expected load current given
by the desired output voltage Vout and the load resistance Rload as:
Iload =
Vout
Rload
, (4.54)
and the current through the feedback voltage divider is smaller than the leakage current Ileak
- the leakage current cannot be fully absorbed by the divider. If Ileak > Iload. Neglecting the
small current through the divider, the current through the power NMOS is the actual load
current I ′load expressed as:
I ′load = Ileak > Iload. (4.55)
The leakage current then causes the actual output voltage V ′out to be:
V ′out > Vout, (4.56)
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Figure 4.32: Simplified structure of leakage current compensation
so the voltage regulation does not work properly. Now let us describe the compensation
connected. Transistor T1 has the gate terminal connected with its source, so it represents a
proportional leakage generator. For better accuracy, the channel lengths must be the same
Lpower = L1. For the size of T1 it then should hold:
W1 Wpower, (4.57)
Wpower
W1
= M (4.58)
for not too large area occupation. Leakage current is directly proportional to the WL ratio.
Ideally T1 generates M-times smaller leakage current than the power NMOS. Transistors
T2 − T5 have to provide current mirroring and multiplying the proportional leakage current
so that:
Ileak = Ileakcomp. (4.59)
In this situation, the whole leakage current Ileak is now absorbed be the compensation and
there is no unwanted excess of current to the load which causes V ′out > Vout without the
compensation. Thus, now we can write:
I ′load = Iload (4.60)
and then for the output voltage with the compensation it holds:
V ′out = Vout. (4.61)
• If Ileakcomp < Ileak, then the gate potential of the power NMOS can still be bellow its
source and the NMOS cannot be sufficiently turned-off and the voltage regulation can
still be corrupted.
• If Ileakcomp > Ileak, the regulation will, of course, work normally because the opamp
of the LDO is capable of regulation the conduction of the power NMOS, but there is
unnecessary current consumption.
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There are several complications achieving Ileakcomp = Ileak:
a. Transistors T2 − T5 have to supply multiplying factor by M . Too large M can lead to
large WL of these transistors and then their own significant leakage current can poten-
tially occur. To reduce their own leakage, it is necessary to use longer channel lengths
than minimal.
b. The leakage current of a transistor is dependent on its VDS as well. In our case, The
power NMOS and the proportional leakage generator transistor T1 do not have the
same VDS so imprecision of generation Ileakcomp can occur as well.
4.16 Feedback voltage divider
The LDO has to allow the adjustable output voltage. The customer’s desired output voltage
will be provided by a laser beam burning metal connections.
The voltage divider requirements are:
• Vout = 0.8− 4 V
• adjustable by 50 mV step
The ultra-low quiescent current requirement forces us to design the diver using large
resistors to provide the low current consumption which is a trade-off with an occupied area
on a chip. To reduce the area, using a type of resistors with the largest sheet resistance
in given technology may be needed. On the other hand, resistors with the largest sheet
resistance do not usually provide the best matching, this can lead to worse precision of the
output voltage which can be shown using Monte Carlo simulations. Another drawback of
using large resistors is increased output noise caused by thermal noise according to equation
1.5.
For better matching and more precise output voltage, attention should be paid on:
a. Using resistors with bigger width than minimal, again, there is a trade-off between
precision and occupied area.
b. Layout matching technique should be considered. For improved matching, it is suitable
to consist the whole divider using approximately the same size parts to allow using
layout techniques such as a common centroid etc.
It has been decided to use high resistance poly-silicon (HIPO) resistors. At typical techno-
logy corners and temperature, the current through the divider has been set to Idiv = 100 nA.
Now we can calculate the resistance needed for the step of 50 mV voltage drop:
R50m =
V50m
Idiv
=
50 mV
100 nA
= 500 kΩ. (4.62)
This value can be achieved with a reasonable size so it is suitable to consist the whole divider
with resistors approximately of this value of resistance, as it is depicted in figure 4.33. The
number of 500 kΩ pieces for the whole divider then is:
NR50m =
Voutmax
V50m
= 80 (−). (4.63)
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Figure 4.33: Simplified schematic of voltage feedback devider and the test-bench for its design
Besides temperature dependency and technology corners of resistors, there is another fact
that must be taken into account. Real HIPO resistors have three terminals - an additional
terminal is a connection to the substrate. The voltage potential between poly-Si contacts
and the substrate has also an impact on the resistance - there is a voltage dependency. To
compensate this effect, each resistor has to have slightly different dimensions and the goal is
to tune each resistor piece to just right value to have the desired output voltage.
4.17 Frequency compensation
An active parallel frequency compensation has been used as the ”main” compensation. For
proper parallel frequency compensation, the output pole tracking has to be usually provided
to set the proper frequency of the compensating zero - as it is mentioned in section 4.7. In this
proposed compensation technique, the output pole tracking is based on an adaptive biasing
current. At heavy loads - the output pole is located at highest frequencies and the adaptive
biasing current is highest, on the other hand, at light loads, the output pole is located
at low frequencies and the adaptive biasing current is low as well - the adaptive biasing
current contains information about the output pole. Simplified structure of the designed
compensation is depicted in figure 4.34.
The Theory of parallel compensation is explained in section 4.7. Capacitor Cc represents
a compensation capacitor. Resistor Rc together with transistor T2 and T3 form a zero making
resistor. Because the transistors work in liner region, they act as a voltage controlled resistor.
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Figure 4.34: Simplified structure of active parallel compensation
• Transistor T2 acts as a fixed value resistor, its resistance is set by the standard equation
for linear region of NMOS:
RT2 =
VDS2
ID2
≈ 1
1
2µnCox
W2
L2
(VGS2 − Vth2)
, (4.64)
so the resistance is determined by its W2L2 ratio and VGS2 voltage which is determined
by the current I1 and
W1
L1
of the diode-connected transistor T1.
• The resistance of T3 is given the same way, the difference is only in the variable -
adaptive biasing current through T4. Thus, higher the adaptive biasing current, the
higher VGS4, thus lower resistance of T3.
• The purpose of T2 is to set the maximal resistance. At the light or no load, the adaptive
biasing current can be in an order of picoamperes, so the resistance of T3 can reach too
high values so the created compensation zero is at too low frequencies. But, since T2
and T3 are in parallel with each other, the maximal resistance can be adjusted by T2.
• At heavy loads, the adaptive biasing current is quite large so the resistance of T3 is
too low and the zero would than be located at too high frequencies and there would
be no effect of it. In that situation, the effect of Rc shows - the minimal resistance is
determined by this resistance so the zero can be located at right frequencies.
There are several complications:
a. Setting the optimal value of the adaptive biasing current and WL ratios of all transistors
is really difficult for accomplishing a sufficiently good phase margin under all conditions,
such as temperature, technology corners and the output capacitors values.
b. At light loads, the effect of leakage current shows. Due to the leakage of transistors of
the adaptive biasing circuit, the unacceptable rise of adaptive biasing current can occur.
For that reason, the emphasis on minimizing the leakage current of adaptive biasing has
been put, as it has been already mentioned in section of adaptive biasing 4.13. Also, for
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a small compensation of the leakage current, there is transistor T5. This transistor has
the gate connected with its source terminal so it acts as a leakage generator. At high
temperatures, this generated leakage current is subtracted from the adaptive biasing
branch so the current through T4 is lowered and the leakage of adaptive biasing circuit is
then compensated. Although more complex compensation circuit can be implemented,
their accuracy and reliability may be their weakness. Either way, the minimizing of the
leakage current is a priority, compensation has only a ”supporting” role.
c. In reality, the compensation capacitor does not have only two terminals but, in our
case where junction capacitor based on a MOS structure is used, it has four terminals -
additional connections to isolating n-well and p-well. The leakage current between the
junctions may cause problems - transistors T2 and T3 might be bypassed by the leakage
path. Thus, achieving a very large resistance needed at light loads may be difficult
when the leakage current is not negligible. A special attention should be paid on the
right connections of the n-well and p-well terminals to minimize the leakage current.
4.18 Saturation preventing circuit
For proper function of the active frequency compensation, the zero-making transistor has to
work in linear region no matter what. During very large transient steps, under some specific
conditions, because the compensation capacitor represents very low impedance for high fre-
quencies, so the VDS of compensation transistors T2 and T3 may potentially be sufficiently
large enough for allowing the transistors to enter the saturation region and the transistors
start to act as current sources which is not desirable. This situation can occur as ringing and
at the output voltage during the transients.
The proposed saturation preventing circuit assures that the VDS of the compensating
transistors does not rise too much to cause saturation. It is based on monitoring the VDS .
If this voltages is about to cross a certain level, the circuit activates and clamps the VDS at
this value. A block schematic of the circuit is depicted in figure 4.35.
The difficulties are:
a. Setting the optimal voltage level at which the circuit activates - too high level would
mean no effect of the circuit because the compensation transistor may already be in
saturation region. On the other hand, too low level would cause that there would be
no enough voltage headroom for a proper function of the compensation - not enough
voltage headroom for a normal voltage drop across the resistor made by the liner region
operating transistors.
b. Setting the right level under all conditions, especially technology corners.
c. Minimizing the leakage current from the output of the circuit to ground - leakage
current may cause achieving a large resistance, needed at light loads, difficult because
the compensating transistor would be bypassed by the leakage path the same way as it
has been mentioned above.
This circuit also improves a recovering time at the load transient response at the step
from high to low loads as plotted in figure 4.36.
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Figure 4.35: Block schematic of the saturation preventing circuit
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Figure 4.36: Effect of saturation preventing circuit at the step from high to low loads
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4.19 ESR enhancement and feed forward compensation
The two goals of the ESR enhancement and feed forward compensation circuit are:
a. If the output voltage of the LDO is set to be Vout = 0.8 V and the band-gap reference
output voltage is also at this level, the feedback voltage divider is not applicable for
feed forward compensation - as it follows from the feed forward compensation theory
in section 4.8 since the division ratio is 1:1. This circuit provides a mechanisms how to
overcome this disadvantage and still allow using feed-forward compensation.
b. There is a requirement for allowing using output capacitors with very low ESR. The
minimal allowed ESR of the output capacitor is 5 mΩ. This value is too low to have
a significant effect on improving the phase margin - the theory of ESR compensation
is explained in section 4.5. This circuit virtually enhances the ESR. Thus, it improves
the phase margin.
The circuit is based on providing a high frequency feedback path. This path has to be
separated from the DC feedback path, which assures DC voltage regulation, by a high pass
filter. The high frequency path virtually enhances ESR as well as provides feed forwarding
for the phase margin improvement.
4.20 Band-gap voltage reference design
A core of the proposed band-gap reference is based on a Brokaw topology. This topology has
been chosen for its better precision and higher finite β error resistance than other mentioned
structures. Also, as few as possible current branches for a low current consumption are
necessary and emphasis has been put on simplicity of the structure. The disadvantage of a
Brokaw topology of higher needed biasing voltage does not represent a significant problem
since the requirement of minimal biasing voltage of the LDO is Vbiasmin = 2.75 V. A simplified
schematic of the proposed band-gap core is depicted in figure 4.37.
The theory of a Brokaw topology is disclosed in chapter 3.2. For determining approximate
values of resistors R1 and R2, neglecting finite β effects, following equations can be used.
Firstly, we have to know the ratio between these two resistors for independence of the band-
gap voltage VBG on temperature (in ideal scenario):
∂VBG
∂T
= 0→ R2
R1
=
2
2 · 0.086 · lnN =
2
2 · 0.086 · ln8 = 5.59 (−), (4.65)
where N represents a ratio of emitter areas of the BJTs. In this situation, N = 8 has
been chosen. The ratio of 1:8 is suitable for layout purposes for better matching, because a
topology such as common centroid can be used. Now we have to determine the value of R1,
this values determines the PTAT current IPTAT through each BJT. It has been decided to use
IPTAT approximately equal 50 nA at the typical technology corner and typical temperature
T = 27 ◦C. The value of the PTAT current represents a trade-off between quiescent current
and the output noise because low PTAT current means using large resistors, thus increased
output noise. For R1 it holds:
R1 =
∆VBE
IPTAT
=
VT · lnN
IPTAT
≈ 0.026 · ln8
50 · 10−9 ≈ 1 MΩ, (4.66)
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Figure 4.37: Simplified schematic of proposed band-gap core
and finally for R2:
R2 = 5.59 ·R1 = 5.59 MΩ, (4.67)
these values are, of course, only theoretical and in practice they need some tuning to achieve
an optimal-tuned band-gap curve due to finite β and other effects.
The differences between the proposed structure and the standard Brokaw structure de-
picted in chapter 3.2 are following.
• In the proposed structure, the currents through each BJT are assured to be approxim-
ately equal by the current mirror consisted of transistors T4 and T3. The requirements
for precision of this current mirror are high. This means using large channel lengths and
low WL ratio for better layout matching and low current offset (mentioned in chapter
1).
• The base terminals of the BJTs are driven by transistor T6 which forms a closed-loop
system and regulates the bang-gap voltage. The requirement for the output voltage of
the band-gap reference to be Vout = 0.8 V causes using an output voltage divider to
scale-down the standard band-gap voltage VBG ≈ 1.205 V.
• Transistors T1 and T2 form a cascode of the BJTs. Without cascoding, the static line
regulation and PSRR of the band-gap reference are poor due to not satisfyingly high
Early voltage of the BJTs and thus quite low output resistance. The cascode assures
low changes of VCE of the BJTs with changes of the biasing voltage. Hence, it enhances
their output resistance - it is multiplied by the transconductance gm of T1 and T2. To
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Figure 4.38: Band-gap reference model
achieve highest gm for a given current, T1 and T2 have to work in weak inversion which
yields in large WL ratio. The potential for biasing the cascode is provided by resistor
R5 which forms a voltage divider and for the cascode biasing potential Vcascode we can
then write:
Vcascode =
(
R5
R3 +R4
+ 1
)
· VBG, (4.68)
this voltage has to be high enough to allow VCE of the BJTs to be high enough to
operate the BJTs in active region, on the other hand, larger Vcascode means higher
minimal biasing voltage Vbias.
• Frequency compensation is needed because the band-gap core acts similarly as a two
stage amplifier. Capacitor Cc and resistorRc represent parallel frequency compensation.
The theory of parallel frequency compensation is disclosed in section 4.7. There are
other frequency compensation parts. The cascode of T1 and T2 forms a local feedback
loop and it has been simulated that this local closed-loop has a negative impact on the
phase margin of the whole band-gap reference loop. Hence, some kind of high frequency
separating of these two loops has to done. For this purpose, there is resistor R7 and
capacitor C1 which form a low pass filter - the DC path for biasing the cascode is not
disturbed while the AC path is suppressed. For another frequency compensation, there
is capacitor C2. For easier understanding, a model of bang-gap reference is presented
in figure 4.38. It can be seen that there are two feedback loops presented - negative and
positive. For assuring stability, the open-loop gain of the negative feedback loop must
be higher than the open-loop gain of the positive feedback loop. This is fulfilled since
the open-loop gain of the positive feedback is R2R1+R2 times lower (not considering C2).
The capacitor C2 forms a low pass filter with R1 and R2 with a transfer function:
H(jω) =
R2
R1 +R2
· 1
1 + jωC2 ·R1 ‖ R2 , (4.69)
it is obvious that the open-loop gain of the positive feedback loop gets lower with
frequency. Thus, it improves the phase margin of the whole band-gap reference.
4.20.1 Output filter
The band-gap reference has to be connected to the opamp of the LDO via a low-pass filter.
The purpose of this filter is:
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Figure 4.39: Output filter of the band-gap reference
a. Reducing the output noise of the bang-gap reference.
b. Significant improvement of PSRR of the band-gap reference.
c. Reducing undershoots and overshoots during line transient response and during start-up
sequence of the band-gap reference.
d. Providing a soft-start of the LDO.
The filter has been designed as a simple 1st order RC filter, depicted in figure 4.39. The
cut-off frequency for C = 100 pF and R = 5 MΩ is given as:
fcut =
1
2piRC
=
1
2pi · 5 · 106 · 100 · 10−12 = 318 Hz. (4.70)
The price for the mentioned advantages of this filter is a larger area of the capacitor.
4.21 Start-up circuit of the band-gap reference
Every band-gap reference needs some kind of a start-up circuit because there are more stable
operating points. Explaining can be done using again figure 4.37. Let us consider raising
biasing voltage Vbias from zero. The output of the bang-gap reference is zero as well at this
point. With raising Vbias, the Vgs of the top current mirror of T3 and T4 does not have to
get higher, neither does the VBE voltage of BJTs. In this situation, almost no current flows
through the branches of the BJTs and the circuit is in a stable operating point and the output
voltage is close to zero. For proper starting, there must be some way how to make either VGS
of the current mirror or VBE high enough during the start-up sequence to get the circuit to
the desired operating point - this is the goal of the start-up circuit. On the other hand, the
start-up circuit must not affect the behavior of the band-gap reference at the normal steady
mode.
Several start-up circuits have been simulated, the best result have been achieved with a
circuit depicted in figure 4.40. The function of this circuit is following:
• Transistors T5 and T8 act as a current comparator. If the current set by the current
source I1 and a current mirroring ratio of transistors T7 and T8 (let us call it Ia) would
be lower than the current given by a mirroring ratio of T5 and T4 and IPTAT current
through the branches of the BJTs (let us call it Ib), transistor T5 would be forced into
linear region and the potential Vcomp would be close to Vbias and the current Ia would
flow through T8 and T5. In the other situation, if Ib would be lower than Ia, T8 would
be forced into liner region and Vcomp would be close to zero and the current Ib would
flow through T5 and T8 - ”lower current wins”.
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Figure 4.40: Simplified schematic of the stat-up circuit
• At the very first moment of the starting sequence, there is almost no current flowing
through the band-gap core, so the Vcomp reaches zero because Ia > Ib. Vcomp close to
zero forces Vgs of diode connected transistor T8 to increase and a current starts to flow
through current mirrors of T8 - T11. This current charges the capacitor Cc so that Vgs
of regulation transistor T6 increases and this transistor pushes the base voltage of the
BJTs to increase as well and the circuit enters the normal operating point.
• As the circuit is reaching the normal operating point, the current through the BJT
branches increases, when this current crosses a certain level when Ib > Ia, Vcomp gets
close to Vbias and only a leakage current flows through T8 - T11 and the start-up circuit
is then deactivated.
Several issues are presented:
a. Choosing values of comparing currents Ia and Ib brings difficulties. For the sake of
simplicity, let us assume that the current mirroring ratio of T7 and T8 is 1:1 as well as
T5 and T4. For a proper start-up, I1 must be always lower that IPTAT in the normal
operating point. If this was not fulfilled, the start-up circuit would never be deactivated.
On the other hand, choosing I1 too much lower, the start-up circuit may be deactivated
too early and even though the band-gap reference would potentially enter the normal
operating point, the output voltage during the start-up sequence may not look ”nice”.
b. The band gap core is sensitive to a leakage current of T11 which can cause worsening
of PSRR and untuning of the band-gap curve. For that reason, a dummy leakage
compensation transistor should be connected to the other branch of the band-gap core
to make it symmetrical as much as possible.
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Figure 4.41: Current generator for the start-up circuit
c. The most important thing is to provide a sufficient current generator for the start-up
circuit, Which is difficult when it comes to low quiescent current.
4.21.1 Current generator for start-up circuit
The low quiescent current requirement brings complications when designing a current gen-
erator for the stat-up circuit. Generating a current in the order of nanoamperes may lead
to using large resistances in order of hundreds of megaohms which may occupy a significant
area on a chip. A good way how to generate a current only in an order of nanoamperes
would be using depletion region transistors, unfortunately, they are not available in BCD8
technology. Other approach has been using a leakage current generator, but the generated
current has shown a high spread under different technology corners, temperature range and
biasing voltage. Finally, it has been decided using a resistor for a generation of the current
at the expense of larger occupied area. On the other hand, using high-ohmic polysilicon
(HIPO) resistors with large sheet resistence does not require so large area. The final solution
is depicted in figure 4.41. The input current Iin is given as:
Iin =
Vbias − VSG1 − VSG2
R1
, (4.71)
and for the output reference current Iref it holds:
Iref =
VSG1
R2
, (4.72)
from this, assuming temperature independence of R2, the temperature dependence of Iref is
given by temperature dependence of VGS which is mostly given by temperature dependence
of the threshold voltage Vth. To reduce the dependence of Iref on biasing voltage Vbias,
transistor T1 should be operated in weak inversion - the changes of VGS1 are then lowest
when Iin changes, so the ratio
W
L of T1 should be high enough. Operating T1 in weak
inversion also means lowest VGS for given Iin, this allows using smaller values of R2 which
is suitable since R2 can reach high values of resistance when generation of Iref in order of
nanoamperes is needed.
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Figure 4.42: Block schematic of saturation preventing circuit for BJT
4.22 Saturation preventing circuit for BJT of the band-gap
reference
Especially during longer rising of Vbias during the start-up sequence, there is an issue with
BJT transistor Q2 in figure 4.40 entering saturation. This represents a very common problem
with BJTs. The drain potential of T4 is pushed lower, so is the collector potential of Q2. It
may happen that the collector potential gets lower than the base potential and Q2 is forced
to enter saturation. This occurs as an undesirable glitch of the output voltage during the
start-up sequence - the output voltage does not follow rising Vbias.
The proposed circuit prevents Q2 from entering saturation. The circuit uses a fact that
Q1 does not enter saturation since T3 is diode-connected and does not allow the collector
potential of Q1 to get lower than the base potential. The proposed circuit tries to keep the
collector potential of Q2 at the level of Q1. A block schematic of the circuit is depicted
in figure 4.42. Because the fact that the circuit is connected to collectors of the BJTs,
PSRR of the band-gap reference may be potentially affected and a little worsening of PSRR
may occur. For that reason, the circuit is made inactive after the start-up sequence. The
complication is that the circuit needs to be disconnected somewhat later than the start-up
circuit for preventing the saturation during the whole start-up sequence. Therefore, another
mechanisms how to turn off the circuit have been implemented. The turn-off logic is based
on monitoring the output voltage.
The effect of the saturation preventing circuit is shown in figure 4.43 where a slow start-up
sequence is presented.
4.23 Voltage dividers and trimming circuit for the band-gap
reference
For designing the voltage divider for the band-gap core and the output divider of the bang-
gap reference, the same rules as have been mentioned in section 4.16 regarding the output
feedback divider of the LDO have to be taken into account. The divider of the band-gap core
should be consisted of a type of resistors with better matching. Therefore, diffused resistors
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Figure 4.43: Effect of BJT saturation preventing circuit at slow start-up
which show good matching in BCD8 technology have been used, at the expense of grater
occupied area comparing to HIPO resistors which have been used for the output divider of
the band-gap reference.
Unfortunately, technology corners and non-ideal matching cause that a bang-gap reference
with better precision of the output voltage than ±2% cannot be usually achieved without
using trimming circuits. For that reason, a 4-bit trimming circuit of the band-gap core
divider have been designed. The lower part of the divider (R2 in figure 4.37) has to be
trimmed because the upper part determines the PTAT current. A simplified structure of the
trimming circuit is depicted in figure 4.44. The logic is based on two’s complement. The
band-gap curve in simulations is tuned when resistors R2 - R4 are shorted. Resistor R1 can
cause the output voltage to move by -4%, at typical temperature T = 27 ◦C, if shorted. If R1
is shorted and R2 - R4 are not shorted, the difference of the output voltage is -0.5%. Similar
way, we can change the output voltage in a range of ±4% by a 0.5% step. Transistors T1 - T4
act as switches and together with inverters they provide the trimming logic. A truth table of
this logic can be found in table 4.4.
4.24 Current generator
A current generator with a reference current Iref ≈ 50 nA is needed for biasing all blocks. It
has to show sufficiently large independence on biasing voltage and temperature. On contrary
of band-gap voltage references, generation of a precise current is not possible. The maximal
achievable precision of a reference current generator is usually approximately ±20% to ±30%.
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Table 4.4: Truth table of the trimming circuit
D C B A ∆VBG
0 0 0 0 0 %
0 0 0 1 +0.5%
0 0 1 0 +1%
0 0 1 1 +1.5%
0 1 0 0 +2%
0 1 0 1 +2.5%
0 1 1 0 +3%
0 1 1 1 +3.5%
1 0 0 0 -4%
1 0 0 1 -3.5%
1 0 1 0 -3%
1 0 1 1 -2.5%
1 1 0 0 -2%
1 1 0 1 -1.5%
1 1 1 0 -1%
1 1 1 1 -0.5%
T1
T2
T3
T4
R1 − 4%
R2 =
R1
2 + 2%
R3 =
R1
4 + 1%
R4 =
R1
8 + 0.5%
D
C
B
A
Divider - bottom part
Figure 4.44: Simplified schematic of the trimming circuit
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Figure 4.45: Simplified schematic of the current generator
Also the low quiescent current requirement restricts freedom of design.
Several typologies have been designed and simulated, the best results have been obtained
with a structure shown in figure 4.45. It is based on the PTAT current which is already
generated by the band-gap reference core. The PTAT current is then mirrored by source
degenerated current mirrors. The purpose of source degenerating is for using temperature
dependency of used resistors for compensation of the positive temperature coefficient of the
PTAT current. The resistors have to have positive temperature coefficient as well. With
increasing temperature, the resistance increases as well and the VGS of source degenerated
transistors decreases. Thus, the mirrored current is reduced and the overall temperature
dependency of Iref is then reduced as well. Resistors with highest positive temperature
coefficient in BCD8 technology are n-well resistors. The disadvantage of this type of resistors
is its lower sheet resistance and wider minimal width. The cascode of transistors T9 and T10
increases the output resistance of the current mirror of T6 and T7 and reduces dependency
of Iref on biasing voltage Vbias. The simulation results of the proposed current generator,
dependency of Iref on temperature and biasing voltage Vbias for different technology corners,
are shown in figure 4.46.
4.25 Thermal protection
The LDO needs to be protected against high temperature of the environment and against high
temperature of the power stage caused by dissipating enormous power. If the temperature
crosses a certain level, the opamp of the LDO needs to be disabled and if the temperature
decreases under another level, automatic enabling has to be ensured.
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Figure 4.46: Simulation results of the current generator
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Figure 4.47: Simplified schematic of the thermal protection circuit
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Figure 4.48: Simulation results of the thermal protection circuit
The first step of designing a thermal protection is choosing a suitable thermal detector.
Almost every device has its temperate dependence and potentially can be used as a thermal
detector, but the problem is its reliability. Using thermal dependence of forward-biased PN
junction seems as the best choice. Forward-biased voltage VFB of a PN junction decreases
approximately with -2 mV/◦C for a constant biasing current. A thermal protection can
be based on sensing VFB and comparing it with a certain voltage level, if the temperature
crosses its upper limit value, VFB decreases under the comparing voltage level and then other
circuitry provides a thermal enable logic signal to switch its logical level. This signal then
controls the enable logic of the opamp. The proposed thermal protection is depicted in figure
4.47. Beside the thermal detector of the diode-connected BJT Q1, the thermal protection
circuit includes a comparator which detects if the level of VFB is below the reference voltage
Vref . Some hysteresis of the comparator is necessary to prevent unwanted enabling/disabling
if the temperature oscillates around the threshold level.
• The comparator is based on a similar structure as the structure used for the differential
amplifier of the LDO. The difference is that the comparator works in an open-loop. Not
considering transistors T12 and T11 and assuming a mirroring ratio of all current mirrors
1:1 and symmetrz of the structure, transistors T8 and T5 compare the currents I1 and
I2. Assuming infinite gain, if I1 > I2, the output of the comparator is at the low rail
and vice versa, this means that there is no hysteresis and the comparing currents are
only given by the voltage at the inputs. The needed hysteresis is provided by transistors
T11 and T12. For proper hysteresis, it must hold
W11
L11
> W3L3 respectively
W12
L12
> W4L4 . The
comparing currents are now I1a = I1 − I1b and I2a = I2 − I2b. Before the comparator
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Figure 4.49: Block schematic of the current limiting circuit
can switch the output level when I1a starts to be greater than I2a or vice versa, the
current I1 respectively I2 must firstly ”cross the level” of I1b, I2b respectively. This
assure the hysteresis.
• The reference voltage Vref is supplied from the output band-gap reference voltage di-
vider.
• The output of the comparator is connected to the enable control circuitry of the opamp.
Simulation results are shown in figure 4.48. First plot shows the temperature waveform,
the second waveform represents the output signal of the thermal protection (In fact, this signal
is inverted comparing to figure 4.47 for other purposes of the enable control logic.). The third
waveform represents the output voltage of the LDO. It can be seen that the thresholds levels
of the thermal protection have been set to approximately 162 ◦C when increasing and 137 ◦C
when decreasing temperature. The non-zero level of the LDO output voltage is caused by a
large leakage current at the temperatures around 200 ◦C.
4.26 Current limiting circuit
The LDO has to be protected against crossing the maximal allowed load current. In a
normal situation, LDO regulators act as a voltage source. When the maximal load current is
reached, the operation of the LDO has to switch to acting as a current source - sourcing still
the maximal allowed current even if the load resistance still decreases. In this situation, the
output voltage of the LDO has to decrease to keep the maximal current with the decreasing
load resistance.
A block schematic of the proposed current limiting circuit is depicted in figure 4.49. The
circuit is based on sensing a voltage-drop across resistor Rsense. This resistor is a part of a
special current branch through the copy transistor T2 which is flown by a part of the load
current. So the voltage drop across Rsense is proportional to the load current. If the load
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Figure 4.50: Simulation results of the current limiting circuit
current reaches the maximal allowed level - the voltage drop across Rsense reaches its threshold
level and the current limiting circuit activates and drives transistor T1 which regulates the
gate voltage of the power NMOS, so that the current through the power transistor is kept on
the maximal level until the load resistance increases back, so the load current is lower than
the threshold. Therefore, if the circuit is activated, it forms another regulating loop which
”fights” with the main regulation loop. It has been simulated, that higher biasing current
improves the transient response of the current limiting circuit. For that reason, adaptive
biasing has been used since there is the ultra-low quiescent current requirement at no load
condition.
The simulation results of the current limiting circuit are shown in figure 4.50. For the
load of the LDO, a current mirror has been used as it is depicted in figure 4.49. The first
plot represents the waveform of the loading source Iload. Second plot represents the current
through the power NMOS and the last plot is the output voltage of the LDO. The maximal
current level have been set around Imax ≈ 800mA, but there is some spread presented. It
is caused mainly by the temperature dependence and the technology corner spread of the
sensing resistor Rsense.
4.27 Enable control
If the operation of the LDO is not needed in a system. Its current consumption should be
almost zero ideally. This is the purpose of the enable control logic. If the function of LDO
is not enabled, the consumption of the LDO should be only given by leakage currents plus
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Figure 4.51: Principle of enable control switching nodes
potentially consumption of a circuit which defines a voltage threshold of the enable signal
logic. To assure that, every node, of which the voltage potential may potentially generate
some current, needs to be switch to ground or to biasing voltage - as it is shown in figure
4.51 for a case of NMOS and PMOS current mirrors. Transistors T3 and T6 work as switches
controlled by the enable logical signal. For not disturbing the normal operation of the LDO,
the channel lengths of the switching transistors should be longer than minimal and their WL
ratio should be small enough to reduce their leakage current in their off-state which may
cause problems especially to the nodes highly sensitive to the leakage.
There are several issues:
a. The opamp of of the LDO can be disabled either by the total enable logic or by the
thermal protection. If the temperatures rises above the threshold and the thermal
protection switches its output signal, only the opamp has to be disabled because the
thermal protection requires the band-gap reference operation for generating the com-
paring voltage reference. The easiest logic can be implemented without a need of logical
gates. The total enable signal controls the band-gap reference and the thermal protec-
tion while the opamp is controlled by the output signal of the thermal protection.
b. To assure a soft-start after the thermal logic enables the the opamp, the capacitor of
the band-gap output filter has to be discharged before the the thermal enable signal
activates the opamp. Discharging mechanism have been implemented to assure that.
c. Some nodes of the opamp are tied to Vin while the enable logic is tied to Vbias. Therefore,
some level-shifters to cover this issue have been designed.
The simulation results of the current consumption of the LDO while disabled are shown
in figure 4.52. The first plot represents a current consumption which is supplied from Vbias
while the other plot represents the total consumption from both Vbias and Vin. It is obvious
that at high temperatures, the leakage current occurs. The high leakage current in the second
plot is caused by the leakage current of the power NMOS which is tied to Vin.
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Figure 4.52: Simulation results of the current consumption while the LDO is disabled
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Chapter 5
Simulation results
In this chapter, the most important simulation results of the designed LDO are presented.
A large amount of simulations has been done under a lot of different conditions. For the
sake of illustrative matter, not all results are stated here. For further reading, technology
corner MAX represents the case where transistors have the lowest threshold voltage and
resistances have the largest values. On the other hand, technology corner MIN means the
highest threshold voltage and the lowest resistances. Typical values are represented by TY P
technology corner. Operating range values of the LDO are shown in table 5.1.
5.1 Output voltage accuracy
Monte Carlo simulation of the output voltage has been done. Number of Monte Carlo runs
has been set to 350. Biasing voltage Vbias, input voltage Vin and temperature have been set to
change according the uniform distribution - ranges are stated in the figures. Four figures are
presented 5.1 - 5.4, for the output voltage of Vout = 0.8 V and Vout = 0.4 V. For each value
of the output voltage, there is the option of the complete chip with the band-gap reference
connected, the other figure represents the situation when the ideal voltage source is connected
instead of the band-gap reference (BGR). This assures better distinguishing of the output
voltage inaccuracy sources. It can be seen that the accuracy of the LDO without the BGR
is around ±0.5% for 4-sigma (standard deviations). The accuracy with the connected BGR
is less than ±2% without using the trimming circuit of the BGR - this represents a common
precision of ban-gap references without trimming.
Table 5.1: Operating range values
min max unit note
Vbias 2.5 5.5 V Vbias ≥ Vout + 1.5, for full load range
Vin 5.5 V Vinmin = Vout + drop
Vout 0.8 4 V 50 mV step
Iload 0 300 mA
Iloadlim ≈ 800 mA
T -40 125 ◦C
Tlim 160
◦C hysteresis, up 160 ◦C, down 135 ◦C
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5.2 Temperature dependence of the output voltage
The temperature dependence of the output voltage is shown in figure 5.5 for the situation
with and without the BGR. It is obvious that the dependency is given by the temperature
dependency of the bad-gap reference - standard band-gap curve. Theoretical possibility of
compensation of the band-gap curve is adding up a resistor with a different temperature coef-
ficient into the band-gap core divider. Unfortunately, this option works online theoretically,
because in practice, adding a different type of resistor causes unacceptably higher spread of
the output voltage in Monte Carlo simulations. The output voltage of the LDO without the
BGR is nearly constant regardless of temperature.
5.3 Quiescent current
The temperature dependence of the quiescent current at no load is depicted in figure 5.6 for
TY P , MAX and MIN technology corner. In each plot there are three waveforms. The green
waveform represents the total quiescent current of the whole chip. The orange waveform shows
the quiescent current which is supplied from Vbias source and not considering the consumption
of the BGR. The blue waveform represent the quiescent current of the band-gap reference.
Step increase of the green line at high temperatures is caused by the leakage current of the
power NMOS transistor which is supplied from Vin. Normally, the quiescent current from
Vin is only about 100 nA which flows through the feedback voltage divider. Overall, it can
be said, that the total quiescent current of the LDO without the BGR is around Iq ≈ 900
nA at the room temperature and typical technology corner, the total quiescent current of the
whole chip including the band-gap reference is about Iq ≈ 1.2 µA. Thus, the requirements
have been fulfilled.
The dependency of the total quiescent current of the whole chip on the load current is
shown in figure 5.7. It can be seen that the maximal quiescent current at the maximal load
current is Iq ≈ 100 µA.
5.4 Line and Load regulation
Line regulation - versus changes in Vin for various load currents is depicted in figure 5.8. The
static line regulation - versus changes in Vbias is shown in figure 5.9.
Static load regulation for various combinations of Vbias and Vin is depicted in figure 5.10
for Vout = 0.8 V, and in figure 5.11 for Vout = 4 V. The little ”wave” at higher loads in figure
5.10 is related to the adaptive biasing of the differential amplifier and used cascodes for the
gain improvement.
5.5 Power supply rejection ratio - PSRR
PSRR versus Vin and Vbias for various load current is depicted in figure 5.12 for Vout = 0.8 V
and in figure 5.13 for Vout = 4 V. With higher load current, the UGF of the LDO is higher
as well, thus higher PSRR at higher frequencies. The frequency of the peak of waveforms
is approximately determined by the UGF. Improvement of PSRR at higher frequencies than
the peak is caused by the output capacitor of the LDO which acts as a low pass filter and
its influence is dominant. For very low load currents, the UGF is low, however, the output
impedance which is given by the load resistance and the output capacitor is higher. Thus,
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the effect of the output capacitor is dominant even at low frequencies - as it can be seen on
the green waveform in the figures.
PSRR for Vout = 4 V is a little worse than for Vout = 0.8 V. This behavior is normal and
makes sense - the open-loop gain of the LDO is lower because of the feedback voltage divider.
At very high frequencies, the effect of Miller capacitance of power transistors of NMOS
based LDOs can show. The drain (input voltage) of a NMOS power transistor is coupled
with its gate terminal via Miller capacitance, this may cause some worsening of PSRR at
very high frequencies. Improvement of PSRR at high frequencies can be based, for instance,
on [16]. This principle have been tried, but finding an optimal value of the compensation
capacitor was difficult in this particular case and possible worsening of PSRR under some
conditions occurred.
5.6 Transient load and line regulation
Transient load regulation for the fast large step in the load current - from 100 µA to 300 mA
and back for Vout = 0.8 V is shown in figure 5.14 and for Vout = 4 V in figure 5.15. The
slow getting back to the nominal value of the output voltage after the step from high to low
current is normal - after the overshoot happens, the output capacitor starts to discharge.
The load resistance is now very high - the load current is only 100 µA so the time constant
of discharging is high as well. With higher load current, the discharging is faster.
Transient line regulation versus Vbias for various load currents is depicted in figure 5.16
and versus Vin in figure 5.17.
5.7 Drop-out voltage
The dependency of the drop-out voltage on the load current is shown in figure 5.18 for
Vout = 0.8 V for TY P and MIN technology corner and various combination of Vbias and
temperature. For Vout = 4 V, the results are in in figure 5.19. The worst case is for MIN
corner and for the maximal temperature as it has been mentioned in section 4.12 and also for
Vout = 4 V, because in this situation, the headroom for VGS of the power NMOS is the lowest.
It can be seen that even at the worst case, the drop-out voltage is around 60 mV. Under
typical conditions, the drop out voltage is less than 35 mV even for Vout = 4 V. Thus, the
requirement of 150 mV has been overcome by far. That low value puts the LDO into the ultra-
low drop-out category. The measurement of the drop-out voltage is done under condition
when the output voltage is 100 mV below the nominal level, thus 700 mV, respectively 3.9 V.
5.8 Output noise
The output noise spectral density is shown in figure 5.20 for various load currents and for
Vout = 0.8 V and Vout = 4 V. It can be seen that with higher output voltage, the noise
increases. This behavior is standard, it is caused by the voltage feedback divider resistors
and their thermal noise. With higher output voltage, the resistance of the divider increases,
thus increased noise. Effective values of the output noise are shown in table 5.2.
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Table 5.2: Output noise
conditions: T = 27◦C, Iload = 10 mA, 10 Hz - 100 kHz
Vout = 0.8 V 51 µV
Vout = 4 V 188 µV
5.9 Frequency characteristics
Frequency characteristics - gain and phase of the open-loop transfer function for various load
current are depicted if figure 5.21. The dependency of the phase and gain margin on the load
current for different temperatures is depicted in figure 5.22. The LDO is stable under all
conditions using the output capacitor with the recommended minimal value of 500 nF, the
maximal value is not restricted. The ESR should be in the range of 5 mΩ - 1 Ω.
5.10 Start-up
Start-up sequence for two scenarios of the enable signal, Vbias and Vin is shown in figures 5.23
and 5.24. The start-up sequence of the reference voltage - start up sequence of the band-gap
reference is depicted in figure 5.25 for various temperatures.
Figure 5.1: MC simulation of the output voltage, Vout = 0.8 V, without BGR
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Figure 5.2: MC simulation of the output voltage, Vout = 0.8 V, with BGR
Figure 5.3: MC simulation of the output voltage, Vout = 4 V, without BGR
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Figure 5.4: MC simulation of the output voltage, Vout = 4 V, with BGR
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Figure 5.5: Temperature dependence of the output voltage
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Figure 5.12: PSRR, Vout = 0.8 V
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Figure 5.13: PSRR, Vout = 4 V
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Figure 5.14: Transient load regulation, Vout = 0.8 V
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Figure 5.15: Transient load regulation, Vout = 4 V
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Figure 5.16: Transient line regulation - vs Vbias
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Figure 5.17: Transient line regulation - vs Vin
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Figure 5.18: Drop-out voltage, Vout = 0.8 V
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Figure 5.19: Drop-out voltage, Vout = 4 V
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Figure 5.20: Output noise spectral density
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Figure 5.21: Frequency characteristics, Vout = 0.8 V
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Figure 5.22: Phase and gain margin vs load current, Vout = 0.8 V
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Figure 5.23: Start-up sequence, option A
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Figure 5.24: Start-up sequence, option B
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Figure 5.25: Start-up sequence - reference voltage - BGR start-up reference
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
In this thesis, design of an ultra-low quiescent current LDO regulator in BCD8 technology
of STMicroelectronics company has been performed. Design of a complete chip has been
described. Besides the LDO core, it includes the design of a bang-gap voltage reference with
a 4-bit trimming circuit, thermal protection circuit, current limiting circuit, enable control
and a reference current generator as well.
The main emphasis has been put on the ultra-low quiescent current and efficiency require-
ments. All the specification requirements have been fulfilled, some of them have been even
improved. The quiescent current of the complete chip under typical conditions and no load is
only Iq = 1.2 µA and the quiescent current without the ban-gap reference is only Iq = 0.9 µA.
The chip is ideal for battery-powered applications, its efficiency can reach unusually high val-
ues. This is achieved, besides the quiescent current, by the drop-out voltage which is about
Vdrop = 35 mV (specification was 150 mV) at the maximal load current Iloadmax = 300 mA,
which puts this LDO to an ultra-low drop-out category as well. The minimal output voltage
is Voutmin = 0.8 V and thanks to the used NMOS power transistor, the input voltage can be
as low as Vinmin = 0.8 V plus the voltage drop. The mentioned ultra low drop-out voltage
can be reached even for the minimal output voltage. Power supply rejection ratio is about
PSRR = 80 dB versus the input voltage Vin and about PSRR = 70 dB versus the biasing
voltage Vbias at 100 Hz. This value is unusually high for an ultra-low quiescent category.
Other parameters are on a very good level as well. Improved transient response thanks
to implemented dynamic biasing technique is worth mentioning. Precision of the LDO is
about ±0.5% across all conditions without considering the band-gap reference and ±2% with
connected band-gap reference without using trimming circuit.
The offer of LDOs with a quiescent current on the level of the designed LDO is very
restricted in the marker. Comparison of available LDOs produced by competitors of STMi-
croelectronics have been done. Products of companies such as Texas Instruments, Analog
Devices, Linear Technology, OnSemiconductor and others have been compared. Products
with a quiescent currents less than 5 µA have been found only by companies Texas Instru-
ments and OnSemiconductor. The comparison of the designed LDO with ultra-low quiescent
current LDOs of these two companies is shown in table 6.1. It has to be said that comparing
of product its very difficult for maybe not completely the same measurement conditions for
each product. Therefore, the results shown in the table are rather suitable for a first-look
comparison. For more details it is necessary to look up the information in datasheets.
Values of parameters which make significant differences in an ultra-low quiescent category
are shown. It can be said that the parameters of the designed LDO are quite unique, especially
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Table 6.1: Comparison of ultra-low quiescent current LDOs
TYPE this LDO TPS7B82Q1 TLV704 TPS783
MANUFACTURER STM TI [17] TI [18] TI [19]
Iq (µA)
Iload = 0
1.2 1.9 3.2 0.5
Vinmin (V) 0.8 + drop 3 + drop 2.5 2.2
Voutmin (V) 0.8 3 1.2 1.8
Iloadmax (mA) 300 300 150 150
Vdrop (mV)
@ Iloadmax
30 600 1600 130
PSRR (dB)
@ 100 Hz, around Iload = 10 mA
80 (vs Vin)
70 (vs Vbias)
60 50 20
Vnoise (µV)
@ 10 Hz - 100 kHz, Voutmin
51 N/A N/A 86
TYPE NCP718 NCP583 NCP170 NCP4624
MANUFACTURER OnSemi [20] OnSemi [21] OnSemi [22] OnSemi [23]
Iq (µA)
@ Iload = 0
4 1 0.5 2
Vinmin (V) 2.5 1.7 2.2 2.5
Voutmin (V) 1.2 1.5 1.2 1.2
Iloadmax (mA) 300 150 150 150
Vdrop,(mV)
@ Iloadmax
480 600 350 1680
PSRR (dB)
@ 100 Hz, around Iload = 10 mA
70 50 65 40
Vnoise (µV)
@ 10 Hz - 100 kHz, Voutmin
36 N/A 86(1) 105
values are for T ≈ 27◦C
(1) @ 100 Hz - 1 MHz, Iload = 1 mA
the combination of ultra-low quiescent current, ultra-low drop-out voltage and high PSRR
comparing to others. The ability of operation with very low minimal input voltage and still
achieving the mentioned drop-out voltage is not usual either because the vast majority of
available LDOs uses PMOS power transistors which do not allow that and in the compared
ultra-low quiescent current category no such a variant with very low input voltage has been
found.
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